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• Student Government

• Campus Conversation

GSS cuts $150,000
from activity budget

Woodbury urges system
to re-examine mission

By Michelle M. Curtain
Staff Writer
Taking into consideration next
year's decline in student enrollment along with the removal of
University College, the General
Student Senate passed a 1995-'96
budgetthat shaved about$150,000
from what organizations had requested.
"The bottom line was we had
to make a lot of cuts," said Vice
President for Financial Affairs
Dave Gagne.
Fewer incoming students
mean less money generated in the
activity fee, which funds the organizations.
Sixty-one student organizations,along with Student Government expenses, totaled a requested amount of $498,000. Gagne
said that in a ten-hour meeting last
week,the Executive BudgetCommittee had to cut next year's allotment to $346,000.This is the pro-

jected amount the activity fee will
have next year.
He explained most of the cuts
concerned recruitment into specific groups,outside conferences,
equipmentfor clubs and advertising. The EBC struck budgetary
items that seemed to be "personal-type items" that would serve
only few members of a group,
Gagne said.
Most of the evening's debate
was spent on proper allocation of
small amounts of money with specific groups. The most extensive
debate focused on the American
Marketing Association's desire to
keep the Body Shop in their budget with no money alloted.
The EBC requested that the
Body Shop be removed completely from the budget. However, it
was approved that the Body Shop
will remain on the AMA budget
with zero funding so that if the
See GSS on page 4

• Women's hoops

UMaine coach may leave
west coast, star point guard Cindy
hinted she might follow.
Blodgett
Sports Editor
Palombo is one of at least five
The University ofMaine wom- candidates that Long Beach State
en's basketball team, which en- Athletic Director Dave O'Brien
joyed its greatest success ever last and his staff will interview to reseason, may be losing its mentor place the departed head coach
and potentially its best player.
Glenn McDonald.
Head coach Joanne Palombo"What we're looking for is
McCallie, who led Maine to a 24- someone who, by virue of their
6 record last season and their first accomplishments is capable ofcallappearance in the NCAA Tourna- ing attention to themselves and on
ment, will be interviewed for the Long Beach state," O'Brien said
head coaching post at Long Beach when contacted by the Maine CamState University today and tomor- pus. "Joanne's ability to pack a
row. IfPalombo does leave for the house and promote the program to
the community is a good indicator
of what she can do."
Palombo was en route to Long
Beach, Calif., on Thursday and
could not be reached for comment.
A few current team members
commented on the situation, including Blodgett, who offered an
added twist to the ordeal.
"If she was to leave, I would
definitely take a step back and look
around," said Blodgett, the 1995
NAC Rookie of the Year. "You
always have to keep your options
Coach Joanne Palombo. (File
See COACH on page 21
Photo.)

By Larry Rogers Jr.

By Ryan Robbins
Staff Writer
The University ofMaine System
neMs to take a closer, more thoughtful look at its mission for the future,
UMS Interim Chancellor Robert
Woodbury said Thursday.
Woodbury addressed about 200
people at University of Maine President Frederick E. Hutchinson's 13th
and final campus conversation this
semester at 101 Neville Hall.
The university system needs to
send a unified message to the Maine
State Legislature ifitexpects to avoid
more budget cuts, Woodbury said.
Chancellor Robert Woodbury speaks at an open forum
"We are so vulnerable to the Leg- Interim
afternoon in Neville Hall. (Geyerhahn Photo.)
Thursday
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Zoom!

Anders Green rockets down College Avenue. (Geyerhahn Photo.)
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• Nelson Mandela reemploys his wife
• Fights flare across Bosnia
• Japanese cult was collecting an arsenal

• Reinstated

Racism

Winnie Mandela regains cabinet post

Rabbi convicted for defending Arab killings

JOHANNESBURG,South Africa(AP)— Two weeks after sacking her, President Nelson Mandela gave his wife back her Cabinet post Wednesday in an apparent
prelude to firing her again — legally, this time.
The flip-flop spotlights the weaknesses of a government still finding its feet a year after
the fall of the apartheid regime.
Winnie Mandela was dismissed as deputy minister for arts, culture, science and
technology on March 27 after she criticized the slowness of social reform, made an
unauthorized trip abroad and was accused of taking bribes.
Mrs. Mandela,60,fought back with the same defiance she showed while the old regime
imprisoned her husband for 27 years. She filed court papers calling her firing unfair and
demanding to know the reason.
Mandela gave none. But his allies said Mrs. Mandela ignored his orders not to travel to
West Africa, proved divisive in the national unity government and couldn't make the
transition from protest politics to government duties.
Her complaints seemed doomed in the face of a president's traditional right to fire
ministers at will. But Mrs. Mandela has found an unusual ally — Zulu nationalist leader
Mangosuthu Buthelezi.

JERUSALEM (AP) — A rabbi who defended the killing of Arabs was
convicted Wednesday of inciting racism.
Supporters packed the courtroom for the trial of Rabbi Ido Elba, who
claimed in an article that killing non-Jews was sometimes a mitzvah, or good
deed.
Elba published the article shortly after fellow West Bank settler Baruch Goldstein
killed 29 Palestinian worshipers at a Hebron mosque on Feb. 25, 1994.
"In a war ... it is a mitzvah to kill every gentile from the nation that is fighting the Jew,
even women and children," Elba wrote.
Jerusalem district court Judge Ayala Prokatcha said the article was an effort tojustify
violence against Arabs.
Elba also was convicted ofobstructing justice and oftrying to obtain gun silencers and
ammunition.
Sentencing was scheduled for Thursday. Moshe Negbi, legal commentator for
Israel TV, said Elba faces a sentence of up to five years in prison.
Elba's attorney, Naftali Werzberger, told Israel TV he would appeal the sentence to
the supreme court.
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• Conflict

Digest

Escalated fighting
predicted after shelling

'„

SARAJEVO,Bosnia-Herzegovina(AP)— Bosnian President Alija Izetbegovic predicted an escalation in fighting after a mortar attack wounded seven
civilians in a Sarajevo market and other U.N."safe areas"
were shelled.
"There was no real truce and there isstill no political solution,
so wecan expect morefighting," Izetbegovic said after Wednesday' attacks, according to the state news agency BH Press.
Battle fronts across Bosnia were tense, with both the
Muslim-led government army and Bosnian Serb rebels
preparing for more fighting, U.N. officials said.
Sarajevans got a bleak reminder of the war's worst days
when a mortar shell slammed into a crowded city street
between the former Holiday Inn, home to many foreign
reporters and diplomats, and the old railway station. Seven
people were hurt, including an 18-year-old youth with
serious head injuries.
City authorities urged residents to stay offthe streets and
canceled public transportation after the attack.
.
An Italian journalist was later shot and wounded on the
road to the airport. The airport remained closed for a fifth
day after shots were fired at a U.N. plane, forcing international mediators to scrap a planned visit.
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• Retooling

Cult converted model guns
into functioning weapons
TOKYO(AP) — Members of the religious cult
suspected in the nerve gas attack on Tokyo's subway
were converting model guns into functioning weapons, police said today.
Handguns are banned in Japan,but model guns are legal.
Police said they found five replica guns in the process of
being retooled in a search late Wednesday of the office of
two cult followers.
Last week, police found dozens of automatic rifle parts
in a car owned by the cult, Aum Shinri Kyo, or Supreme
Truth. Officials suspect the parts were made at a sect
factory, said Osaka police officer Tsuyoshi Nishi.
The Kyodo News Service reported today that a notebook
seized from an arrested cult official contained plans for
buying tanks and other military goods from Russia.
The notebook included prices —$200,000 to $300,000
for a used tank and $1 million for a new one — and details
on how to bring such equipment into Japan,the news service
said, quoting police.
Cult founder Shoko Asahara predicts that a war
between Christians and Buddhists will set off World
War III in 1997, and that sect followers must prepare to
survive. The cult calls itself Buddhist, but is a mixture
of various beliefs.
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Weather

Caribou
•

45°F

The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Variable clouds with a
chance of afternoon showers.

Saturday's Outlook
Variable clouds, becoming windy. Highs in the mid
40s.

Extended Forecast
Sundayfair, lows in the
30s, highs in the 40s.
Monday..fair, lows in the
20s, highs in the 40s.

28 days until
Summer break!
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• Athletics

Abbot says he's not an AD candidate
By Jeff Teunisen
Staff Writer

Walter Abbot. (File Photo.)

Walter Abbott, interim athletic director of
the University ofMaine,said he is notinterested
in applying for the director's permanent position and will not be a candidate for the position
next year.
"I am extremely grateful for Walt's commitment of time and energy during his service
as acting athletic director," UMaine President
FrederickE.Hutchinson said."Heresponded to
our need enthusiastically and effectively.I owe
him a debt of gratitude."
Hutchinson said that UMaine is reopening
the search processfor a new director ofathletics
and recreation, and he hopes to have a new
directorappointed and on thejob before the start
of the 1995-'96 academic year.
UMaine originally opened the search for a
new athletics director last spring,following the
resignation ofMichael A.Ploszek in April.The
search committee came up with a candidate,
Doug Woodward, but he was offered another

• Socialist/Marxist Luncheon

NOW member offers
advice for activists
By Melissa Paquette
Staff Writer
Lifelong activists must periodically assess their state of mind in order to find ways
to prevent burnout, according to a member
of the National Organization of Women.
"Any of us who are active see friends
who are burned out," said JoAnne Dauphinee,treasurerfor the political action committee ofthe organization."If we can figure
out ways to avoid that, it would be a very
useful tool."
Dauphinee, also a member of the Peace
and Justice Committee of Maine, made her
comments Thursday during a lecture entitled "Sustainable Activism." The lecture
was part of the Socialist and Marxist Luncheon series held in the Bangor Lounge of
the Memorial Union.
In order to avoid burnout, it is important
to be lighthearted about life and positive
about a cause, Dauphinee said.
"Engender humanity and fun in whatever you do," Dauphinee advised. "Pay attention to what makes you laugh, what helps
you escape."
Dauphinee pointed out that activists often suffer from what she calls the"Them-Us
Syndrome." This tendency to be hostile
towards the opposition adds to burnout,she
warned.
"It is crucial to keep political strategies
humanity-based,"Dauphinee said ofthe need

to counteract this syndrome."Cultivate people appreciation."
People who make activism a life-long
pursuittend to delay self-gratification, which
results in behavior harmful to oneself. She
cautioned activists to watch for frequent
reality escapes or erratic behavior.
"Be a caretaker to yourself as you might
be to a friend," Dauphinee suggested."Periodic planned escapes from activism are crucial."
As an ambitious activist,Dauphinee prevents her own burnout by taking weeks at a
time to engage in more relaxing pursuits,
such as playing the saxophone, writing, doing research or planning workshops.
"I find a lot of strength from books,"
Dauphinee added.
After becoming an activist during the
Vietnam War, Dauphinee became interested in feminism andjoined the Maine chapter
of NOW when it was formed in 1971. She
spoke ofher tendency to move from cause to
cause.
"When whatever I'm doing becomes
more acceptable, part of the mainstream, I
move on to something else," Dauphinee
said.
Dauphinee addressed young activists by
offering her personal insights about the pursuit of reform.
"Change is never absolute, never a
straight line, and it's always messy,"
she said.

WASTED
YOUTH.

job closer to his home and family, and he
accepted it.
Abbott was asked and agreed to extend his
contract until a replacement wasfound.Abbott
then extended his contract again after it expired
in December. His contract now expires in September of 1995.
"They have enough time between now and
then to get a good athletic director," Abbott
said.
Abbott said he is looking forward to getting
back to teaching, a better quality of life and
spending more time with his family.
Hutchinson said that within the next ten
days he intends to appoint a committee to
conduct the search.He said the new committee
is likely to include members who have served
on the previous search committee as well as
new members.
The approximate cost ofthe original search
was $7,500 to $8,000, according to an article
published by The Maine Campus.
Hutchinson said he expects the search process to have a national scope"in order to attract
a person who bestfitsthe academic,administrative and programmatic needs of the University
of Maine."
The director oversees UMaine's intercollegiate athletics programs,which involve close to
500 students and which annually attract more
than 200,000spectatorstothe UMaine campus.
The university's director of athletics oversees intramural and recreational programs involving more than 6,000 students, employees
and area residents.
The director's position also involves administration,fundraising and community relations as well as other responsibilities.

•community
Saturday set
aside for service
By Kathleen Brennan
Staff Writer
The town of Orono and members of the
University of Maine campus are hoping for
a large turn outfor Community Service Day,
also called the "Maine Day in the
community,"Associate Dean of Student
Activities and Organizations William Lucy
said.
The service day,happening on Saturday
from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m., was planned to
foster better relations between the Orono
community and the university,Debra McKechnie, of Volunteers in Community Efforts, said.
Nearly one hundred and fifty volunteers
including members of VOICE; the Greek
community, as part of Greek Week; and
other members of the campus will be tackling a number of projects,focusing on helping elderly residents and cleaning up Orono.
The projects include helping 32 Orono senior citizens with spring cleaning and general cleaning up of Webster Park, Asa Adams
Grade School and Orono High School.
"We are hoping this can become a tradition," Lucy said."This is a pilot project, we
hope it can catch."
A similar project at Notre Dame University turns out hundreds of students to help
their local community.Lucy calls their program "a big success," and he hopes to make
Orono's clean up as successful.
Orono's Director of Parks and RecreSee SERVICE on page 20

We do it three
times a week.
So now that we've got your
attention, The Maine Campus is
currently accepting applications for
advertising sales,receptionist and production
for the 1995-1996 academic year. Anyone who is
interested in getting lots of experience, making money or
just having fun should drop by The Maine Campus,at 107 Lord Hall,
or call Robin at 1-1273 for more information. Application deadline, April 21.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRESIV.
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GSS

from page 1

need arises, AMA can give money to the
Body Shop.
Much of the debate centered around the
fact that the Body Shop gave $800 to charities.
Off-Campus Sens. James Billings and
Andrew Weymouth said that students
should not subsidize the Body Shop so they
can give money away to charity.
The AMA responded they were a nonprofit business. While they were making
money, which they gave away, later they
might not do as well and need financial
assistance.
Off-Campus Sen. Kris Mueller said the
senate should not be so concerned with
how an organization divides up its money.
"Student Government should not be in
the business of micromanaging clubs," he
said.
Weymouth disagreed."Ofcourse we're
Sen. Chad King speaks during Tuesday's GSS budget meeting. (Lane Photo.)
here to micromanage everything here, it's
money," he said.
from page 1
He said Student Government needed to
establish guidelines concerning spending.
not be the same as a physics course at another as distinguished from other missions?"
The Residents on Campus group was
campus.
Woodbury said he was disturbed by former
also involved in a zero-dollar allotment
"Somehow we don'tdeal with it very well," ChancellorJ.MichaelOrenduff'sgoalorblurring"
versus elimination of the category.
he said. "It's a problem."
the distinct missionsofeach ofthe sevencampuses.
Not only was $2,000 to fund conferencWhatrole community colleges should play in
He said that when he was chancellor for
es rejected,but the EBC wanted the categothe university system is anotherissue that needsto seven years, he thought he had been "working
ry stricken from the budget.
be examined more closely, Woodbury said.
on sharpening distinctions, not blurring them."
Off-Campus Sen. Chad King said conOne woman in the audience said it appeared
"I think there's a distinct mission of this
ferences were an extra expense that only
to her the Chancellor's Office and the Board of institution that ought to be special... and that is
benefited a few people.
Trustees weren't paying enough attention to the quite different than what goes on" at other
ROC President Jennifer Nelson said the
seven campuses.
campuses, he explained.
conferences were beneficial for student
"The University of Maine System has been
Woodbury will be visiting each campus
leaders.
carrying community college functions and re- within the university system in the near future,
"They're asking for zero money here,"
sponsibilities for a long time," Woodbury said. and will be returning to UMaine to hear more
said Student Legal Service Chairman Bill
"The question there is, is there a more effective comments from administrators, faculty, staff
Bates.
way offocusing community college education, and students.
He said let ROC, at most, keep their
conference category in case they need money towards it later.
"I think this is a case where we're going
too far in micromanaging the boards and

Woodbury

Wanted:

Bright, creative, punctual,
organized, open-minded
students with good
communication skills for
challenging positions in
peer education.

what they do," said Student Government
President Ben Meiklejohn, reiterating the
exactitude of such expenditures.
The senate approved keeping the conference category on the budget.
While time was used to debate the existence of certain categories for zero dollars,
other organizations requested money from
groups that had been alloted more cash.
Women's Ice Hockey received an additional $800 from Student Entertainment
and Activities for travel expenses. The
sport's group said it competed at the varsity
level and needed the money to travel.
"This is a women's ice hockey team.
When are we going to start supporting the
women?" asked Senior Council Treasurer
Antonia Soychak.
Her comment received applause, and
she said the men's hockey team received
more money than the women's.
Billings responded that Student Government does not fund men's hockey.
EBC proposed eliminating $200 for
membership recruitment and the category
itself from Gamma Sigma Sigma. Sigma
Member Penelope Noe said the club needed a certain number of members to continue. The money for membership was vital.
Billings told the group they would have
to find other ways to get members. Weymouth said if the senate gave money to
Gamma Sigma Sigma for this reason, they
would have to go back and give money go
Alpha Phi Omega and other groups for
membership recruitment.
However, the Philosophy Club agreed
to give Gamma Sigma Sigma $200 for
membership from their $500 Film Series
allotment at Gamma Sigma Sigma's request.
At the end of the four-hour meeting,
senators appeared pleased with the new
budget that received near-unanimous approval, with one abstaining vote.

Open
your mind
You may learn
something about yourself.
The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

Happy Passover

The Peer Educator Program and S.H.A.R.E. (Sexual
Health and Reproductive Education) are now
accepting applications for the fall of '95. Duties
include developing, modifying, and presenting
workshops in residence halls, serving as a referral
service & resource, and developing promotional and
passive materials. These are paid positions requiring
a commitment of at least 10 hours a week.

For more information:

Contact Sheri Cousins Program Coordinator, at
581-4561 or stop by the basement of Cutler
Health Center, Room 12, to pick up an
application. Applications and references are
due by April 21, 1995.
The Peer Educator and S.ILA.R.E programs are
sponsored by Campus Living & Student Health
Services, The Division of Student Affairs.

To attend a Seder,
call Shoshanna or Shellie at 581-1789.
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• AIDS benefit

• Cancer benefit

Party to increase AIDS awareness
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Students at the University of Maine party every weekendjust for fun, however,this
weekend there is one party that will actually
benefit UMaine students.
The party is at 12 p.m.Saturday,April 15
at 93 Park St., and all the proceeds will go
towards HIV/AIDS awareness on campus.
There will be five local bands and it will be
BYOB and a $4 cover, said one of the
party's organizers.
Jerusha Murray, one of the organizers,
said they wanted to have the money go
towards HIV/AIDS awarenessor rape awareness on campus. After reading in the Maine
Campus that there was no HIV/AIDS counseling or testing on campus,they decided to
donate the proceeds to AIDS/HIV awareness.
"With a campus as large as this it's an
atrocity that we have to go to Bangor for
testing and counseling because there are no
facilities here," Murray said.
Murray said that in organizing the party
they contacted Sheri Cousins,Program Coordinator for Campus Living and the Health
Impact Group,to tell her about the party and
the donation.
"I was thrilled, what a nice thing, them
having concern for themselves and their
peers, and that they wanted to do something," Cousins said. "At the event, there
will also be education about HIV/AIDS."
Cousins said there is no AIDS/HIV testing on campus but counseling is available to
students who are deciding if they want to be
tested or if they've received post-test counseling and need anything. There are also
preventive and education programs available to students on campus.
"HIV/AIDS testing on campus is being
explored, we hope to help students get testing," Cousins said. "Anonymous testing is
the way to go."
Cousins said that anonymous testing is
when a person takes an AIDS test, and the
results are obtained by number so no name
is used. Confidential testing is testing that is
done where the person's name is known but
records of the test are confidential.
"We hope to educate people. there'll be
AIDS posters and condoms will be available," Ellie Young, one of the organizers
said. "I'm also using this as my outside
project in Dr.Sandra Caron's Human Sexuality class.
"Students have an outside project which

does something and educates others on an
aspect of sexuality," Caron said.
"I have a close friend at home with HIV,
and when it hits home, you understand the
seriousness of the issue," Murray said."All
the proceeds will go towards HIV/AIDS
awareness. We hope to raise a lot ofmoney."
"We wanted to have a party that we
could have bands play at while at the same
time, having it benefit UMaine somehow,"
Murray said.
The bands that are playing are: Cana'
Joe,Locking Season, Nadir, Lippy Kid for-

Race to assist Cancer Society
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer

The brothers ofPhi Gamma Delta fraternity will be holding their 15th annual FIJI
Marathon which benefits the American Cancer Society on April 22 and 23,said a member of the fraternity.
Phi Gamma Delta member Matthew
Hearne said the walk/run marathon is held at
the University of Maine's Field House and
starts at noon on Saturday, the 22nd and
ends at noon on Sunday, the 23rd.
Hearne said the last day to registerfor the
marathon is Monday, April 17th.
"All proceeds go to the American Cancer Society," Hearne said.
Hearne said that those who wish to participate in the marathon need a team ofeight
to ten members and pay a minimum entry
fee of$200.The whole team does not run at
the same time, one person walk/runs eight
laps and each team member does the same,
the first team member goes again once the
rest of the team has completed eight laps
each.
Garth Hersey, president of Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity, said that this is the Omega
Mu chapter's philanthropic endeavour,one
mally known as Skinny White Boys, and that they have organized for 15 years.
Bumstock's house band- Mike Cahill, Ed
"We encourage the whole community to
Canty, Deidre Heaton and Adam White.
participate in the marathon," Hersey said.
Murray said that she has friends in sever- "Our goal is to raise more money than what
al of the bands, and that they understood was raised last year for the American Cancer
they couldn't be paid, so they donated their Society."
services because they thought it was a good
Hersey said that the fraternity hopes to
cause and good exposure.
see members outside the UMaine communi"We had four bands lined up, and one ty paticipate in the event as well.
band called wanting to play because of what
Susanne d'Angelo, unit president of the
the money was going towards," Murray
said.
Murray said that there would be restroom
facilities provided by Lincoln Rentals. A
female and male portable toilet will be accessible to party goers.
"Coca-Cola has donated non-alcoholic
beverages," Murray said.
For more information and to buy tickets
in advance call 866-0694 and ask for Ellie,
Jerusha or Angela.

"We had four bands
lined up, and one band
called wanting to play
because of what the
money was going
towards," Jerusha
Murray said.

Penobscot chapter of the American Cancer
Society,said thatlast year's marathon raised
$2,133.
"We really appreciate that the students
from the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity have
been doing the marathon for many years,
and that they have a strong sense ofcommunity service," Christopher Olsen,senior executive director of fund-raising associate
for the Northern Maine chapter of the ACS,
said.
Olsen said the money raised from the
marathon is used to benefit people living in
Penobscot County.
"The money is used for research and
community programs such as 'the road to
recovery,' and 'community connection' as
well as educational programs," d'Angelo
said.
d'Angelo said the "road to recovery"
program provides travel arrangements for
cancer patients needing to go to and from
treatments. The service is provided by volunteers and is free for patients. The Cancer
Society pays for the gas.
d'Angelo said "community connection"
is a support program for cancer patients and
their families.
"I've been involved with the marathon in
year's past and it's a greatto see people come
together for a good cause," d'Angelo said.
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The Student Academic Conference Travel Fund for
Undergraduate Students will hold its third competition of
the academic year. This fund serves undergraduate
students who need financial assistance for travel to
meetings/conferences of an academic nature.
Applications must be submitted to:
Office of Academic Affairs
209 Alumni Hall

for $2.99

Serving brunch
9:00 am to 1:30 pm
in a smoke-free atmosphere.
RT a fresh gaitto your morning try
•

By: May 1, 1995
Money will be awarded for travel taking place between
May 2, 1995 and October 4, 1995. Applications can be
obtained from Joan Day at:Office of Academic Affairs 209
Alumni Hall
or call 581-1547

jasmines
2841141Sired•Orono,4.31aine
866-4200
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• Augusta

Maine Democrats unveil welfare reform plan
By Francis X. Quinn

Participants in the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children program would enter
into a "personal responsibility contract,"
subject to review.
The Democratic proposal,coming days
after similar unveilings by independent
Gov. Angus King and by Republican lawmakers, also calls for strict enforcement of
child support policies and would require
hospitals to make inquiries about paternity.
"We have assumed a common sense
approach to welfare that draws on real facts

Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA (AP) — Legislative Democratsjoined the debate over welfare Thursday,
sketching out a plan to require beneficiaries to
work, perform community service or receive
schooling for 40 hours a week.
Offering up to two years of support services for jobless people moving into the
workforce, the Democratic plan would also
require most teen-age parents to live at home
and finish high school.

and creativity to make welfare a second
chance, not a way of life," said Senate
Minority Leader Mark Lawrence, D-Kittery,in a prepared statementfeaturing several other Democrats.
The Legislature's Human Resources
Committee is scheduled to take up various
welfare reform plans later this month, following next week's mid-session break for
most lawmakers.
The Democratic plan made mention of
one current proposal for change in the welfare system that Democrats did not en-

dorse: the so-called family cap,under which
AFDC recipients who have additional children receive no additional benefits. Instead, the Democratic proposal calls for an
unspecified commitment to family planning.
The plan offered no cost estimate.
On Monday, Maine's new governor
fleshed out his plans to revise welfare, proposing that recipients who receive aid for
longer than two years be required to work 20
hours a week in special jobs.
King's package carries an estimated price

• Maine Yankee

Plant responds to rising costs with layoffs
By David Sharp

money while the plant is shut down for
steam generator repairs, Murphy said.
"We have a responsibility to the people
of the state of Maine and the owners of our
company to look where we can to achieve
interim cost-cutting measures," Murphy
said.
The temporary layoff of the contractors who perform such tasks as engineering support,facility maintenance and mechanical work is effective Friday, Murphy said.
Approximately 40 full-time contractors
will be laid off, Murphy said. The 300 full-

Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND (AP) — Maine Yankee
enacted belt-tightening measures this week
that include laying off year-round contractors at the Wiscasset nuclear power plant, a
spokesman confirmed Thursday.
Maine Yankee also halted the loading of
new fuel roads into the reactor and the
rearranging of fuel rods in the spent fuel
pool,said Marshall Murphy,Maine Yankee
spokesman.
All of the actions were designed to save
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Brewer man guilty of manslaughter
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pair costs to be •$2.5 million for Maine
Public Service Co., which serves residents
of northern Maine.
Public Service is a 5 percent owner of
Maine Yankee. Projecting those costs onto
the full ownership brings the tally to $50
million.
Murphy cautioned Thursday that Maine
Yankee has provided no formal figures, but
he acknowledged that the costs are substantial enough for the plant to look at additional
cost-cutting measures.
Bill Linnell,spokesman for the Committee for a Safe Energy Future, said the costcutting measures sounded an ominous tone
about the future of the 23-year-old nuclear
power plant.

• Trial
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time workers in Wiscasset won't be affected.
Costs have been mounting at the rate of
$500,000 a day since Maine Yankee officials announced two weeks ago that the
plant will remain shut down indefinitely
because of cracked steam generator tubes.
The nuclear power plant's owners voted
a week ago to continue looking into strengthening the tubes by inserting metal sleeves
into them.
Documents filed by one of the owners of
Maine Yankee indicate the repairs of steam
generator tubes could cost about $50 million,not including replacement power costs.
The document filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission estimate the re-
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BANGOR (AP) — A jury found a 20year-old Brewer man guilty ofa lesser charge
of manslaughter Thursday evening in the
shotgun killing of a neighbor last summer.
Travis Therrien, who had been charged
with murder, held his head in his hands as
jurors returned their verdict in Penobscot
County Superior Court.
Therrien was accused in the killing of
Robert Reynolds,32, who died of a shotgun
blast to the abdomen in Therrien's apartment on July 14,1994.

Taking the stand in his own defense,
Therrien testified Thursday that Reynolds
had intimidated him and appeared to be
reaching for Therrien's gun before it went
off.
Therrien denied suggestions that he was
high on LSD and marijuana at the time ofthe
slaying.
Therrien faces a maximum penalty of40
years in prison for manslaughter. If convicted of murder, he would have faced a maximum penalty of life imprisonment.
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'5% of the evenings grAs will be donated to Pathfinder5...support for grieving children

Don't Forget... Margaritas will open at Noon on
Easter 5unday with Holiday Specials and all the
great food from the daily menu too!
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&Entertainment
• Good Spirits

• Music

Geary's new
brew an
excellent porter
By Robert Turkington
Staff Writer
Q - What kind of beer is brand new on the
market,but has been drifting around the streets
of London since at least 1802?
A - Geary's London Style Porter ofcourse.
This brand new Maine brew is so close to an
originalLondon-styleporter,you'llswearyou're
in a small brew-pub in the bowelsofLondon.Its
taste is unmatched in my book.
Geary'snew brew is based on arecipefound
in a treatise from 1802. The treatise gave the
historical basisfor a porterfrom Bell's Brewery
in London,the birthplace of the porter.
Appearance-Geary'sLondon Style Porter
is dark and rich with a deep red hue. Geary's
isn'topaque like Guinness or other stouts on the
marketTheSRM(Standard Research Method)
is 30+.
Geary'sPorteris wonderfully frothy and the
carbonation is very fine and long lasting.
In addition, a nice Brussels Lace formed
along the rim ofthe glass both times I sampled
it That denotes very fine natural ingredients in
the brew. Anchor Porter and Sierra Nevada
Porter attained slightly smaller head during the
initial tasting and were also lighter in carbonation.
Overall Ifound the appearance very attractive and impressive,especially considering the
competition
Appearance -3Scale -0-3
Aroma - Geary's London Style Porter has
rich and pleasing chocolate overtones. The
aroma is mildly sweet and very pleasing.
The brew has a very low hop aroma which
balances nicely with the malt
Geary's is more aromatic then either Sierra
Nevada, which is slightly more malty, or Anchor Porter which has a mild chocolate aroma.
Geary's London Style Porter's full bodied
aromais enticing and notintrusive tothe overall
impression of the brew.
Aroma - 4

The University Junction opens for the Maine Steiners Tuesday night. (Lane Photo.)

By Greg Dowling
Staff Writer
The Maine Steiners performed Tuesday
night at Lord hall to a modest, but nonetheless grateful, audience. The show started
with the University Junction opening up
with some impressive performances. They
did renditions of songs such as"A Nightingale Sang" and "Goodbye Love." They offered a very melodic and smooth sound that
prepped everyone for the main event — The
Maine Steiners.
The Steiners started in with a humorous skit-like number in which the participation of the audience was requested. It
was an intriguing version of "On Top of

See GEARY'S on page 8

they did and excellent job delivering. They
came into a more modern era by doing their
version of the Boyz II Men single,"Hard to
Say Goodbye," which I remember best as
being the background song for the funeral
scene in "Lethal Weapon 3." Their delivery
of this song was quite impressive considering it is composed of such a wide range of
notes, which they moved through fluidly
and without slipping.
As the performance came to a close, the
audience was brought to its feet and the
Steiners were dragged back out on stage
and ended up finishing with the appropriate "Goodnight sweetheart, well it's time
to go..." an inevitable finish to an overall
great performance.

ON THE SILVER SCREEN

Scale 0- 4

Taste - Geary's London Style Porter is
slightly chocolatey with a nice, toasted malt
flavor and a dry finish. The carbonation is light
and pleasing, not at all obtrusive to the brew.
Geary's is slightly more bitter then its comparison group, but it is also more flavorful.
Geary's has a nice coffee-like flavor, not dissimilar to a stout. After all, porters are a deviation of a stout.
For the bittering, Geary's uses a combination ofboth Clusters hops and Willamette hops.
And for the finish Geary's London Style Porter
uses English EastKentGolding foradistinctive
bite.
Sierra Nevada Porter, is slightly drier than
Geary's and it is also not as bitter, however it is
also not as flavorful either.
Geary's is much closer to Anchor Porter
(often referred to as the best porterin the world).
Geary's is slightly more bitter then Anchor,but
the finish is very clean.In my opinion,Geary's
is also richerand moreflavorful then Anchor —
a big surprise.

Old Smoky," which the Steiners altered a
little to make for a very funny way to
begin the performance and relax the audience.
They continued with a rendition of the
Billy Joel hit,"Forthe Longest Time," which
was arguably their best number.They delivered this song with impeccable rhythmic
timing. They then moved on to a rather
serene musical version of "The Lord's
Prayer."They offered this withoutthe choirstyle melody that anyone who has heard this
done in church knows is commonplace. Instead, they made it their own and the result
was quite good.
They picked up the beat a little with the
classic "This Could Be a Dream," which

• "Don Juan DeMarco"

By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
"Don Juan DeMarco" is a film with a
better premise than its ultimate product.
At the beginning of the film Don Juan is
wandering the streets of modern-day New
York searching for his true love, but he
becomes distraught and threatens suicide by
declaring a sword fight with the best swordsman in New York. He is quickly arrested
and taken to a psychiatric ward to be evaluated.
He spends 10 days in the ward telling his
story to psychiatrist Marlon Brando.Brando
finds the stories lively and discovers that
Don Juan (played by Johnny Depp) affects
him deeply.
The stories that Depp tells are great adventures. They involve the romance of his
parents, his first love,the death of his father
and the adventures he found after killing his
father's murderer.

"Don Juan DeMarco" has a problem in
that it is essentially two films in one. The
first is a mundane story ofa deranged patient
whose fantasies dominate his life. The second film, which is much better,involves the
adventures ofa man who lets love decide his
fate. Though the patient/doctor story is the
main story of the film,"Don Juan" would be
so much better had it just stuck with the
stories of the Latin Lover.
The film also ends with too many questions for it to be a satisfying experience.
Moviegoers will leave the theater wondering ifDepp is,in fact,Don Juan orjust some
messed-up kid. The film answers the question by saying both, which doesn't make
much sense.
The film is not as well-made as it should
have been, with disappointing results from
everyone involved. The biggest let down
comes from Marlon Brando, who seems to
be walking through his lines without much
effort. It is disheartening to watch one of the

best actors in the world give such a bad
performance. But it has been some time
since Brando has given a great performance.
The closest was his parody of himself in
Andrew Bergman's "The Freshman," but
greatness has not been synonymous with
Brando in over 20 years.
Depp, on the other hand, is neither bad
nor good in this film. Hejust is. After giving
some of the better performances of the past
few years in such films as "What's Eating
Gilbert Grape?"and"Edward Scissorhands,"
Depp has hit a slight plateau with this movie.
A familiar face that appears in the film is
Faye Dunaway as Brando's wife. She has a
small role thatshe can do little with,butit is the
most exposure she has had in quite some time.
"Don Juan DeMarco"fails to achieve the
romantic feelings that it promises, leaving
the moviegoer bored at times.But the stories
that are told are very entertaining, even
smart in some places. In the end the film is
a letdown, but not a total loss.
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• Easter

• Poetry

Egg decorating
an art in
Ukranian style

Free Zone tries to make a difference

By Amy Sancetta
Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA(AP)—It'sa Wednesday morning,and Mark Humphreys is on his
way to buy eggs from an Amish farmer. On
this day,he'll buy three dozen chicken eggs
and one large goose egg to take back to his
tiny cluttered apartment.
But these eggs aren't for frying.They are
going to be transformed into minimasterpieces, with wax and dyes and a great deal of
patience.
Humphreys, 31, is a master at creating
pysanky — Ukrainian painted eggs.
"I call myself a pysanky writer," he
explains. "Basically, you're writing on an
egg with wax, so every artist's work is as
different as their handwriting."
The work is done by drawing traditional
symbols and motifs on an egg with beeswax
using a "kistka," or stylus,and then dipping
it in a dye bath. The steps are repeated using
progressively darker dyes until the drawing
is complete. The wax then is melted in a
candle flame and wiped off with a cloth to
reveal the beautifully colored egg inside.
While most pysanky artists learn the folk
art from an older relative, Humphreys is
self-taught.
When he was growing up in Baltimore,
his family lived near a shabby boarding-

By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
A poet by the name of W.H. Auden once
made the declaration that poetry does not
make anything happen. This week, the experiment set out to prove him wrong. Titled
"News ofthe Universe: Poems that Matter,"
the Poetry Free Zone concentrated on the
ability of poetry to make a difference in the
world around us.
Hosted by Kathleen Lignell, the Zone
presented readings by people associated with
the "Maine Review." Before calling up the
first reader, however, Lignell read a poem
by James Merrill called "Body." This poem
had all its words arranged in the form of a
human body.
Up first was Kathleen March. Her first
poem was "Red Horses" by Kathleen
Lignell...a poem that she claimed affected
her on a personal level. She followed it up
with an Argentinean poem called "Limits."
The next three poems,"Here,""Red Poem,"
and "Wish" were written by March.
Her last two readings,"Free Trade" and
"Loose Woman,"took us back to Argentina.
"Loose Woman" was a hilarious feminist
work about a woman who very vocally
asserted her independence in a male-dominated society.
The next reader was Kevin Grant. The
current editor ofthe"Maine Review,"Grant
began with a poem by a Guatemalan poet
titled "Guatemala, Your Blood." This poem
inspired Grant to write the next poem that he

See EGGS on page 9

See POETRY on page 9

We're accounting on you
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine Campus Business Department is looking for a
motivated individual to fill the position of assistant
business manager for the 95-96 school year. After you
complete your year as assistant business manager, you
will be asked to take over the business manager's
position, making you (alongside the editor-in-chief) the
head cheese at The Maine Campus. Of course, this job
will be a trump card on your resume.

Resumes and applications due
by Monday, April 17, 1995.
Applicant must:
•have two years remaining at the University of Maine
• have had two semesters of accounting
• be a business major
• be willing to commit 15-20 hours per week

Work-study accepted but not required.
You'll be held accountable for:

Prof. Kathleen March at the Poetry Free Zone. (LeClair Photo.)

Geary's

from page 7

Geary's is the closest thing to a true London
porter that I have ever tasted. It has a taste
matched by only much more expensive competitors, and it's from Maine.
Taste - 10

Scale 0- 10

Impressions -Geary's London Style Porter
is the best deal on the beer market I have had the
pleasure ofsampling.Itissmooth and refreshing.
Initially I was surprised that Geary's would
craft a beer for such a niche market. After all,
there aren't a lot of porters on the market when
compared to American Lagers. But I suppose
that is the beauty ofowning a micro-brewery —
you can afford to experiment a little to make a
beer that is out of the ordinary.

In my opinion, this beer tastes as good if not
better then brews costing almost twice as much.
When it comes to extreme value coupled with
extremetaste,therereally isn't much betteroutthere.
According to David Geary,the man responsible for crafting both Geary's Pale Ale and
London Style Porter, a porter is one of his
favorite brews.
When it comes to Geary's London Style
Porter, I couldn't agree more.
Impressions - 3Scale - 0- 3
Final -20

Scale -0-20

Robert Turkington isa Senioratthe University ofMaine.

EASTER SUNDAY MASSES
at the NEWMAN CENTER:
Holy Saturday

8:00 PM

Easter Vigil Mass

Easter Sunday

9:30 AM

Mass

11:30 AM

Mass *

6:15 PM

Mass

• billing customers
•subscription management
•accounts receivable

Call Anna at 581-1272
The Maine Campus
Business Department

YOUR ROMAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY PARISH INVITES
YOU TO CELEBRATE EASTER WITH US.
* ALL MASSES ARE AT THE NEWMAN CENTER ON EASTER SUNDAY
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from page 8

house for aged Ukrainians,Poles and Lithuanians. In pysanky, images of flowers symbolized friendship. Meandering lines were
for long life, and bees, production became
the Christian God; the traditional triangle
designs for air, fire and water became the
symbols for the Father,Son and Holy Spirit.
A Georgetown graduate in Chinese and
Japanese languages,Humphreys is fluent in
five languages and can fumble his way
through several more. He has traveled the
world, studying in Japan and working in
China as a translator.

And he has roamed eastern Europe
searching for pysanky.
"In northern Romania, I visited a woman's house that waslike walking back into the
14th century," he says."The house was dark
and hot.She worked on her pysanky standing
by the fire for light. She painted her eggs
between baking bread and feeding her kids."
Humphreys sells his pysanky through
craft shows or by word of mouth from repeat
customers.His creations sell anywhere from
$10 to $65 for chicken eggs to $40 to $120
for goose eggs

Poetry

from page 8

read called "Justice Not Just Now."
"We Won't Cry for You,""For An Unknown Corpse"and "Tamberio," were more
poemsfrom Guatemala.As with"Guatemala, Your Blood,"they dealt with the political
and ethnic strife that is plaguing that country. Grant gave "Tamberio" a bilingual presentation. He read it first in its original
Spanish and then in English.
Mike Reynolds delivered the third reading. His first reading, "Sunset Poem," was
written by him just recently. The second
thing he read wasn't even a poem. It was a
pamphlet put out by a group called the
Women's Action Coalition and was comprised of statistics dealing with breast cancer. Actually,this made for some ofthe most
disturbing reading of the afternoon.
After Reynolds was Amber Gagnon.She
began with a poem by Franz KafIca called
"In A Dark Place." Her second poem,"For
My Father Awaiting Test Results," was
written by her. "Scent of the Moon" was
another poem of her own creation. She ended with a work by Mark Strand titled"Keeping Things Whole."
Carrie MacLeod was up next after Gagnon. She read two of her own works: "124
Ash St." and "Moving Day." She was followed by Jennifer Pixley.
Pixley's first poem, "A Star, Ascending," was written for a friend who had suffered a major let-down after meeting with a
certain celebrity. She followed it up with
another original poem called "Rootlines."

Her final reading was from chapter 13 of a
book-length poem by Adrienne Rich titled
"Atlas of a Different World."
The next reader up was Jill Randall. She
read three poems. The first, "Herman
Melville," was written by W.H. Auden.
"Long Stream" was an original poem written by her.
The third poem,also written by Randall,
was an untitled work. It took its inspiration
from the true story of a boy who was murdered in Italy and whose parents donated his
organs.
Tracy Sampson was the final reader of
the day. Her first reading was of a three-part
poem by Cherrie Moraga titled "New Mexican Confession." She followed that with an
untitled work and a poem of her own called
"Just Vision." The last poem that she read
was "We All Nourish With Our Tones" by
Dorothy Allison.
"News of the Universe" may have been
a bit of a grandiose title for this reading.
While some of the poems that were read did
deal with some extremely important and
universal topics, most of them seemed to
hold significance only to those who read or
wrote them. Maybe it's just me, but it did
seem to defeat the purpose of what this
reading was about.
Next week, the Poetry Free Zone celebrates Earth Day with a reading appropriately titled "Earthly Delights." This event will
take place on Wednesday, April 19, at noon
in the Thomson Honors Center.

EXERCISE

OFF THE SHELF
• The Hot Zone

By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
There is no horror novel that could prepare the reader for"The Hot Zone," a tale of
gruesome fact that will have the reader in a
state of terror.
Richard Preston's genuinely frightening
tale of killer diseases will scare the reader
more than any story by Stephen King, Anne
Rice, and H.P. Lovecraft put together. The
scariest part of this book is that it is all true.
The disease that is discussed is called
Ebola,a very contagious virus that could kill
a human in just a few days. Preston's descriptions ofhow the disease kills its victims
will make even the strongeststomachs queasy. This book is definitely not for the squeamish.
Full detail is given to how the virus eats
at the insides of the victim and basically
destroys everything within the human body
until the victim "crashes and bleeds out,"
which is literally collapsing and then bleeding from every orifice on the body. Blood
comesfrom the mouth,the eyes and even the
sweat pores of the victim. The weak feeling
that the reader may receive from reading
these details adds to the seriousness of the
subject. The weak knees and stomach highlights the dangers.
The recent film "Outbreak" details a

Open
your mind

scenario of a town infected with a similar
virus as Ebola,but that was fiction. The real
thing almost happened in Maryland a few
years back. The details of this almost incident are described in the book, along with
other events in the containment ofthe Ebola
virus after it was first discovered in the late
1970s.
Preston informsthe reader,but also delves
into the deeper meanings behind the disease.
In interviewing one doctor who helped to
discover Ebola, Preston discusses the significance of killer viruses. The doctor even
goes as far as saying that the virus may be a
way to cleanse the human population, decreasing the population in a selective process. After discovering the horrors ofEbola,
the doctor retired from disease control and
moved as far from it as possible.
"The Hot Zone"is a shocking revelation
that will have readers thinking about the
dangers that nature can come up with. The
reader will have no sense of security after
finishing the book.
The book is very well written. Preston
explains the most complex ideas using the
most simplest terms that allow everyone to
understand.
"The Hot Zone" is perhaps one of the
best books in the past five years. The narrative is better than most fiction. It should be
read by everyone interested in world affairs.

You may learn something about yourself.

UMaIne's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

The Residents On Campus
Awards 1994-1995!
Residents On Campus,
a Board of Student Government,Inc.,
is opening nominations

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

Monday,April3,for the following awards:

Residence HallService Award
This award will be presented to a non-university
affiliated business/organization that has committed
special time or energy to benefit on campus residents.

Resident Director/Resident
Assistant ofthe Year
This award will be presented to the Resident Director
or Resident Assistant whose performance has
exemplified the qualities students seek to help make
living on campus a pleasant experience.

CampusLiving Employee ofthe Year
AN

JESUS PRODUCED By JOHN HEYMAN
INSPIRATIONAL FILMS PRESENTATION OF A GENESIS PROJECT PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTED BS CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST, INC,

Friday April 14
in the Bears Den
2:00 pm

This award will go to the Campus Living employee
who has exceeded expectations for the residents who
live on campus.

Nomination forms may be picked up at the
Residents On Campus Office
3rd Floor Memorial Union
581-1760
Nominations are due by April 17.
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Editorial Pare
The king ofbig business
"I don't like this," Gov. Angus
King said of his worst-case plan,
half-way through his live broadcast
from the capital last night. Most
Mainers more than shared his sympathies.
Emissions testing, creating nothing but animosity, disgust and fear
among residents for almost a year
now, was finally laid to rest. In what
was a refreshing political surprise,
King lived up to a campaign promise
announcing there will be no more
car testing in Maine.
Thank God. But the battle is far
from over. In order to comply with
the 1990 Clean Air Amendment,
Maine must lower its emissions
levels by 15 percent in southern
Maine. Ensuring speedy compliance, the federal government is
holding up to $70 million in highway funds over our heads like the
Sword of Damocles. Maine must
do something, car tests are now
out, leaving the dubious reformulated gas.
Reformulated gas, or RFG, the

plague of southern Mainers, will now
be forced upon the entire state. The
complaints of reduced gas mileage
and poor engine performance, of the
toxic danger of RFG, of the ceasing
of two-cycle engines, of RFG being
five cents more expensive per gallon
than the gas we currently use, now
all Mainers can share in these burdens. And rightly so, the most industrious, most populous, and greatest
tax-paying region of Maine should
not be held solely accountable for a
problem which afflicts the entire
state.
While it is clear some measure
of clean air protection is needed in
Maine, King caves into the ignorant and misguided federal policy.
To make Mainers pay for the pollution billowing from the rest of
the Eastern seaboard is none the
wiser. In King's favor, in his
speech last night he alluded to pursuing a change in these unjust federal laws, but until then we get
stuck doling out more money for
less gas. (M.L. Lane)

Brooms or beers
Yeah, Maine Day sounds like a
pretty good idea, the maintenance department is short handed plus students are plentiful and it wouldn't
hurt us to lend a hand in spring cleanup. Wow, what a great idea. We can
put down our books for the day, the
Greeks can chalk up some community service points and the maintenance
crew can lighten their burden.
This is the premise that Maine Day
is based on. It sounds like a good
deal for everybody and whoever
thought it up figured they were killing all kinds of birds with one stone,
but it really isn't so. It's true we do
have a few altruists on campus, but
the rest of us opportunists usually
plan trips or drink beers. And for the
really lucky that are behind on work,
it gives them a chance to tie up loose
ends.
The truly misled are the lucky
bunch that make alternate plans, only

to find out they have to attend lab
anyway. Which probably leaves them
feeling so sour, they end up conspiring against the Maine Day do-gooders.
It's too bad things don't always
work out as planned because some
people do actually participate and
sometimes the university does benefit. But, if we're going to take a
day off, let's take one for a reason.
We could observe Martin Luther
King Jr., (he's kind of important)
or maybe even remember Veteran's
day and get an extra day of deer
season.
Well, at last that day in April we
all take for granted might cease.
Maine Day is potentially on the chopping block. So all you faithfuls can
throw down your brooms and the rest
of us can cancel our plans if the higher-ups decide to end the annual clean
up day.(N. Geyerhahn)
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• Editorial

The taxing hype
This week House Republicans, waving
their laminated copies of the "Contract with
America", saw fit to enact a tax cut that
breathes life into the old cliché of history
repeating itself.
The cut, as written, promises a $500per-child credit and a reduction of $145 in
what has come to be called the "marriage
penalty" affecting two-income couples to
individuals who make up to $200,000 per
year. The total amounts to a decrease in
revenue of more than $189 billion over five
years. At the same time the GOP insists it
will balance the federal budget within seven years without touching the badly hemorrhaging Social Security system or raising
taxes.
This claim begs the obvious question: did
we learn nothing from the so-called "Reagan Revolution" of the 1980s? It appears
not.
In that decade, President Ronald Reagan and his advisers unveiled a plan they
claimed would strengthen the American
economy and make the nation king of the
global economic mountain once again.
They referred to it as the trickle-down
theory. It comprised a set of tax cuts for
the wealthy combined with reductions in
vital social programs, couched in the rhetoric of individual social and fiscal responsibility - much like the stream of
sound bites flowing out of Capitol Hill
this year.
The result, however, bore no resemblance whatsoever to the shining city on
the hill to which Reagan so lovingly referred.
Rather than investing that tax savings
in retooling factories and other means of
production, the wealthy turned instead to
the newly deregulated savings and loan
industry and the promise of a quick return
at the taxpayers' expense. Meanwhile, because of massive cuts in social spending,
thousands of Americans who lived on the
economic edge fell through the cracks and
the ranks of the homeless swelled like never before. All the while the government
spent billions upon billions getting ready
to fight an enemy who, even as the bombers rolled off the assembly lines, was busy
destroying itself.
The sad legacy of this misguided era, the
largest federal deficit in history, cannot be
effectively remedied through more of the
same.

Central to the GOP's Reagan Redux is
the belief that the states should have more
control over how they will address social
problems. In that spirit, let us not rely on
mere history to guide us. Instead, let us
look at how the decrease in federal spending will affect the states.
According to a recent Associated Press
article, a majority of the states tie their
tax rates to the federal percentage. Any
change in the federal numbers brings
about a corresponding change in state revenue.
The executive director of the Federation

The result bore no
resemblance
whatsoever to the
shining city.
of Tax Administrators, Harley T. Duncan,
estimated that the states stand to lose nearly $50 billion if they do not restructure
their tax rates. That is, unless they raise
their taxes.
Closer to home, Deputy State Tax Assessor Bob Meskers said that although
Maine has a rather lengthy set of adjustments in place to determine the percentage
of tax, our rate is indeed tied to the federal
rate. If the Senate enacts the tax cut as
passed by the House, Meskers said, the state
will have to reexamine how it collects revenue.
"We may need to raise the rate if we
want revenue to remain constant," he said.
"If we did nothing, there would definitely
be a loss of revenue."
So, even if the Republicans succeed in
proving history wrong by balancing the
budget and reducing the deficit through
supply-side economics, their pledge to do
so by not raising taxes must be seen as, at
best, more of the same old smoke-andmirror tactics. Taxes will be raised. Perhaps not federal taxes, but taxes will be
raised.
So the next time you hear some Republican politician popping off about how his
party is going to balance the budget in seven years and not raise taxes, remember:
don't believe the hype.
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• Letters
• We have rights too
To the Editor:
A Bill of Student Rights for people attending universities and colleges.
1) A student and a teacher both have the
right to set their own curriculum.
2)A student and a teacher both have the right
to reject imposed curriculum, assignment, or
idea withoutfear or the sanctioning of penalty.
3) A student who pays for a class has the
right to not take multiple choice tests as a measurement of progress or aptitude. Alternatives
should be provided,and even further, proposed
alternatives should be allowed.Alternativescould
bejudged by peers and superiors.
4)A student who pays for accreditation(as
in a degree) has the right to create an alternative equivalent if for any reason, in part or
whole,the student does not like the curriculum
or any aspect of the total educational plan.
5)Professors who are hired as researchers
should not be obligated to teach. Professors
who are hired to teach should not be obligated
to do research.
6) Administrators should have the right to
propose and enact alternatives to federal, state
or locally imposed mandates, laws etc. The
general principle is that we all should have the

•Don't cut my welfare
To Governor King:
I am writing to let you know howlfeel about
the proposed welfare cuts. I am divorced, with
11- and 12-year-old sons who have alternately
lived between my home and their dad's home.
Until last year, I worked as a secretary/receptionist making $8.00 per hour, which included
sick days and a week off per year, but no health
insurance.I believe I was bringing home around
$1000-1100 per month. After paying approximately $600 for my rent and utilities and $300
forfood,however,that left$100-200 with which
to try to make a car payment and pay for insurance, as well as by "luxuries" such as clothes
and dental and health care for myself and my
children. As a member of the working poor, I
was in a go-nowherejob with no time or money
to improve my life, scraping by and not being
able to make ends meet
Two years ago,in a desperate attempt to get
ahead, I called the University of Maine and
discovered a wonderful program called Onward, which helps people who wouldn't ordinarily have an opportunity to go to college to get
started in school. With equal amounts of fear
and hope,I gave up my job, applied for AFDC
and food stamps,and started going to college.
I am finishing up my second year now,and
I want to tell you how much going to school

CAW DIAL AN WOO APAPTIVER ANO SF
CoNNicTer
,To A VI'crux,L. A7E44 - SDFFLy
OF ,HARL•0 Ro 5Polt7-SwF4R
wr TN NO HEALTH RISK"

wit, so nobody was ever sure if he was
kidding or not; Maine's own Angus King
has settled into a high-profile governor's
life and now has lobbyists constantly crawling all over him like vermin for every statement and proposal he makes.
I can't make any safe guesses for any
reasons for the Republicans' particularly
confused verbiage. It's certainly tempting,
though, to think that perhaps their congressional takeover, months after the fact, continues to make them self-confident enough
to not think twice before letting their lips
flap.

You either love or hate
the Republican majority.
They're certainly getting
r
'40
the work done that they
set out to do, and you can
view it as a saving grace
or a death knell for the
"A HELL'S AN4 EL VsER -(-gRoLle
OVAND
,
z-v5T FLAMED ME' co BAD THEY evr
United States. One point you've got to agree
rtetE 2NTo CYBER-INTENSivr-CA A El!
on, no matter your partisanship: they've
sure been saying a lot of weird things lately.
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato's on-air affecting of a B.-movie Japanese accent to mock
Judge Lance Ito, and his obliged apology
trailing afterward, represents only the most
recent in a years-long series of unfortunate
statements from the mouths of prominent
Washington Republicans.
right to propose ideas, but not impose ideas.
The Senate's Foreign Relations Com7) Students should not have to take any
classes. They have the right to create alterna- mittee chairman, Sen. Jesse Helms, introtives to classes, proven unnecessary,to test out duced Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto of
With this in mind, people should be able to Pakistan as the leader of India.
Nearer to the beginning of the takeover,
study on their own and receive accreditation for
independent study.Schools should provide"de- Helms advised Clinton not to visit his southgrees" very cheaply to many students whocould ern constituents without a bodyguard, and
take tests and test out of college. It is abuse of Sen. Dick Armey snidely referred to openacademic accreditation to force a person to take ly-gay Sen. Barney Frank as "Barney fag."
In pre-Clinton years we also had jewels
a class that could easily be tested out of.
Anyway,it stands in a politician's inter8) Laws of civil rights such as in harass- like President George Bush's public recogment or threatening apply in any classroom. nization of Pearl Harbor Day on Sept. 7 est to harbor ill will against their opponents
Teachers are to be held accountable. Coer- (it's actually in December) and, of course, both in and outside the Beltway; for some
cion to resolve conflict is unfair and unjust Dan Quayle, immortalizing himself over strange reason, GOP bigwigs have scored a
and over as the crown prince of accidental, reputation for voicing their thoughts more
and has no place in a learning environment.
often than they should (the notable excep9)Students have as much right to speak as political word-quibbling.
To be fair, Democrats also say things tion, of course, being Quayle again, who
teachers in certain classes. Suppression offree
they shouldn't, but these statements lack seems only to make horrible misstatements
speech is a violation of civil rights.
10) Students have the right to hire and fire the immediate power and scandal of their regarding groups and organizations that he
their superiors since they are in large part pay- opponents' verbal screw-ups; instead, they admires).
linger in the air, coming back to haunt their
In any case, one shouldn't spend too
ing for their service. That is democracy.
I write this not because it is a solution. I speakers and others. LBJ probably regret- much time mulling over what is ultimately
write this because it is the acknowledgement ted what he once said about the Gulf of an exaggerated, en masse case of Freudian
of a problem and the refusal to let it continue. Tonkin, New Deal-era theories on labor slips.
That's why I think the most beautiful and
Jonathan Hendler unions have crumbled steadily over the
Skowhegan, Maine years, and Clinton made such a misstep perfect self-retort, after all the obligatory apolwith his quickly-nixed promise to not touch ogies remains Helms': after his frightening
the middle class's tax rates.
warning to the present late last October, he
Actually, on that note, Bush's "read my answered a cloud ofreporters waiting to queshas made a difference in my life. I have a new
perspective on life; My hope and dream is that lips" promise would count as a Democrat tion him by driving right up to them and
I can help others to change their lives, too,and tongue-slip, too. Most winning — and sel- offering them little bags of Halloween candy
I believe that education, and thereby empow- dom followed up on — campaign promises while sneering "Trick or Treat."
likely run along these lines.
Most reporters wisely chose not to dierment, is the key.
Independents seem a mixed bag to these vulge any sort of special meaning out of
That's why the proposal to cut the housing
special needs payment (for people who pay sorts of things. Ross Perot in 1992, for such an appropriate non sequitur. Politics is
more than 75 percent of their income on rent) example, billed himself as a freakish little a serious business, but it doesn't always
and the gap payment(the amount allowed for candidate who liked to flaunt his healthy have to make sense.
child support or earned income before reducing AFDC dollar for dollar)flabbergasts me.If • Who is your peacemaker?
these two items were cut,I would now receive
To the Editor:
university and community for the encouronly $412 per month plus food stamps on
The Elizabeth A. Morris Peacemaker agement and support given these two new
which to survive.
Award is a new award set up this year by initiatives, and for all the kindness extendAnother of the proposals that really con- Dorothy Clarke Wilson and The Wilson ed during these past two years as we all
cerns me is the two-year limit on AFDC.For a Center Board of Directors. A $500 cash continue to recover from the shock of Elizperson trying to better him or herself through award will be given to a student selected abeth's death. In these lingering days of
education, this would sound like a death-knell whose life shows forth an intentionality Lent and Easter we rejoice and give thanks
for any hope of a four-year degree.
and commitment to the things that make for for the new life that springs from the ashes
So please, if you need to cut the budget, peace. We hope that faculty, administra- of death and grief — in the never-ending,
make cuts in programs that won't take money tion, staff and students will nominate un- always expanding circles of life and love.
away from the poorest people in Maine and the dergraduate students who have built up the Please do join us on May 7! And please
United States; we are already struggling hard integrity of the university and surrounding send in your nominations and project deenough to get by. If the proposed welfare cuts communities through their peacemaking signs by April 15. Do call if you have quesare enacted, the only thing it will succeed in efforts and leadership. Deadline for the tions and/or concerns.
doing is to increase the number of homeless Peacemaker Award nominations is April
May God's blessings surround and upand hopeless Americans.
15, 1995.
hold us all.
Deborah H.Cottrell
On Behalf of the Board of Directors of
Deborah L. Adams
Bangor, Maine The Wilson Center, I want to thank the
Interim Campus Minister

For some strange
reason, GOP bigwigs
have scored a
reputation for
voicing their
thoughts more often
than they should.
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A Lea me ofTheir Own
By Tony Hallett
Staff Writer
There is no word that can quite describe the
sport of hockey. It is a game of aggression,
team work and style. It is hard to explain why
people, both spectators and players, love the
sport so much. Maybe it's the competitiveness
that draws them in or the level of skill involved. Maybe it's just the way the cool air
rising of the ice seems to invigorate.
Hockey and UMaine go hand in hand. During the winter season,one is synonymous with
the other. Spectators catch Championship Fever from the men's team. Players catch a fever
from the sport itself. Hundreds flock to Alfond
to watch the men dominate the ice against
opposition from across the country.
But there is more than one hockey team at
UMaine. The other is a club. But the athletes
have the same love of the game, the same
dedication, same desire.
There is a difference. It's the way the long
hair hides the names on the backs of the bright
white uniforms and the actual size of the players; both giveaways.Though when it comes to
heart,there is no difference between the men's
and women's hockey teams.
The hour of ten p.m. is approaching. The
women have been practicing for over half an
hour. Being only a club,they have to battle for
ice time. Usually it's 9 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. The
Monday before spring break,it's 10:40 p.m.to
midnight. This does not discourage the turnout. Some,like Dawn Porter and Alex Forsyth
play varsity sports in the fall that require early
practices. Others have exams and can't always
come. Valentine's day, only nine people, including manager Tobie Akerley showed up.
Most of the time,though,everyone manages to make the scene.
Alana Ahearn takes a breather on the bench.
Coach Brian Curtin is running line drills and
hers is off. This is Alana's first year on the
team,and first year on skates.
"I tried pond skating once and loved it,"
Alana said.Easter,her parents bought her hockey skates."I tried them on and fell on my ass.
No way was lever going to be able to play."
Another night, the women have gathered
for a meeting before practice in the men's
basketball lockeroom.
Janet Calder, one of the two co-captains,
has time to talk about what drew her to hockey.
"I have always been athletic," Calder said.
Hockey has always been viewed as a men's
sport. "If men can play, why can't women?"
There is always conflict when you go
against the grain. Amy Oliver found this out
when she started. Oliver is the goalie extrodinair for UMaine, and has been playing since
she was seven years old.
"I played youth hockey until the second
year checking league," Oliver said. At this
point they didn't want girls on the team,so her
hockey career was temporarily stalled.
Times,they are a changing.
"The athletic director is giving us more
support this year," Co-captain Stacey Rondeau said. She has been playing with the team
since 1991, and skating since she was in sixth
grade. This year marks her senior year.
"The first year I played, no one knew we
had a club. Last year and this year its getting
better."
"People used to laugh, and ask if we did
axels and stufflike that," Heather Dankel said.
Now, it is a lot different. "People think its
cool."
It's practice time. Curtin is working on
breakaways on one side of the ice, Assistant
Coach Bob Dubay is helping others with stick
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handling, passing and shooting. Curtin, who owns both a forest management
company and Avery's Saw Shop, and Dubay, who works for Catapillar and
coaches in the Old Town Youth Hockey League, volunteer an average of twenty
hours a week to the lady Black Bears.
What brought these two men to the position ofcoaches for UMaine?
"I was asked to help out seven years ago, and never left," Curtin said. Steve
Watkins was the coach at the time and the club wasjust getting started.
Dubay was asked by team member, and daughter, Kristen Rustin. Rustin, in
turn, blames her dad for getting her involved.
"He convinced me to play 13 years ago," Rustin said. This is her first year at
UMaine,but the Old Town graduate has had ice time. Every winter Dubay plows
off the stream behind her house, and Rustin skates almost every night.
Every player has their own story, their own reasons why love the sport.
"It's an experience you'll never have again.In our memories ofcollege,the best
memories will be from when we're on the team," Alex Forsyth said.
Jessica Phelps had never heard of women's hockey until she came to school.
"I thought it would be neat, different." Phelps noted that as the season progressed, people who had never skated before, were developing strong ice skills.
Senior Sue Ayers played in high school at the only public school in Connecticut
that had a women's team.
"I love hockey," she said."My brother plays, my dad coaches."
"I think it's fun,exciting. Every game is different," Donna Miles said.
Deena Albert, who missed a couple of games do to an injury, accuses her
friends of getting her hooked.
"I joined so they would quit bugging me," Albert said, pointing at Calder and
Ayers from the bench. Deena is not upset."I have a lot offun."
"I like seeing people like Alana playing their first year," Dankel said. "I like
(playing hockey)because it's hard and violent."
Suzie Williams likes the aspect offamily involved with the game.
"Parents have to take their kids to practice, so there is a sense of family
orientation involved," she said.
Then there is K.D. Dennison. Whether she be figure skating in her pads, or
riling the team up in the locker room, the energy added to the team is hard not to
notice.
"I enjoy the friendships. I come from a small high school, and the university is
so big. This (club) is a small organization to belong to that gives you some
identity," Dennison said.
Perhaps Mary Beth Collins and Dawn Porter defmed the essence ofthe emotion
best.
"Ijust like playing it(hockey)," Porter said,"I love skating."
"I don't know (why I love it)," Collins said. "I look forward to every time we
play. It's addictive. I'll play hockey anytime, anywhere. When it's -25 I'll play
outside and no one will go out with me. It's addictive."
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For Wednesday, April 5
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You've kept your thoughts to yourself for long
enough. You're encouraged to make a bid for
whatever it is you expect from life. You're
endowed with the mental agility and will to
overcome all obstacles during the months ahead.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You're on
the threshold of an exciting and stimulating
phase. True success can be assured only if you
summon up all your willpower and find the
energy to follow through with plans designed to
enrich your personal or professional life.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Whatever
frustrations beset you over the next few days,
refuse to be silenced or driven off course. One
particular situation isn't as straightforward as it
appears, and someone has been trying to smooth
things over or patch things up.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): A complex
planetary setup might cause you to wonder
whether life will ever be the same again. The
good news is that a positive aspect hails the start
of a period when you can concentrate on your
personal hopes. You simply have to wait your
turn.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): It's difficult
to know whether you're being handed the chance
of a lifetime or you've drawn the short straw.
Developments in the working pattern of your
life will be fast-moving and far-reaching. Keep
your eyes on the small print and your ear to the
ground.
LEO(July 23 - Aug.22): What you say can
either hurt or heal. You may well feel inclined
to speak softly and look kindly, even on those
who have been giving you a hard time. On no
account allow the lunar eclipse on the 15th to
give a small worry a big shadow.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Even though
the financial picture looks healthy you suspect
that what's given to you with one hand will be
taken away with the other. The simple way to
prevent a minor crisis from becoming a major
drama is to delay signing on the dotted line until
17th.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22):A splendid
alliance means that a disagreement with a
partner can be resolved. Take advantage of
the opportunity to recharge your batteries
before the emphasis shifts to enforced changes which are likely to take place on the domestic front.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov. 21): Professionally and financially you should enjoy a period
of smooth sailing now that someone has stopped
rocking the boat. You're right to suspect that
whatever is now being offered to you will eventually have to be paid for. The question is, can
you afford the price?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): If
your life is going to improve you'll have to take
chances. Put your best foot forward and rebel
against routines, methods or schedules which do
nothing for your creativity. Attend to detail but
don't waste time on trifles.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): If you
suspect that your feelings have been misinterpreted, this is the perfect time to set the record
straight and make amends. There's no limit as
to what con be accomplished by turning the
complicated areas of your life.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Movements and exciting encounters are highlighted,
and you know you'll suffer from itchy feet until
you've taken the necessary steps to alter your
lifestyle. A chapter is coming to an end, and
you now have nothing to lose an everything to
gain by changing course
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Dealing in
finances or business matters have been something of an eye-opener. A chance remark or
encounter may provide a clue as to how to reverse an awkward situation. Allow someone
else to act on your behalf and you can salvage
something from your investments.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker
For Thursday, April 6
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
complex planetary setup is likely to bring personal, professional and partnership problems
quickly to a head. What you're about to learn
must surely guarantee that you never allow
yourself to be caught in a similar situation
again.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): You probably feel like running for cover while planetary
influences are creating such a commotion in
your private or professional life. It could still
turn out to be a constructive period if you stand
back from conflicts and refuse to enter the fray.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Tell partners and associates what you expect and how
things should be done in the future. You're
determined to be on the move, but first you
must have a clearer picture of what you're
running away from and what you're hoping to
find.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): You've been
more than generous when friends or associates
have met with misfortunes in the past. Unfortunately, you're unable to expect similar treatment in return. It should be obvious that true
peace of mind can't be achieved until you've
learned to stand alone.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Come to
terms with changes taking place and accept
that all you're doing is consolidating your position by getting rid of what's outdated. Don't
stand accused of trying to prop up relationships
which have long since had their day.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): What transpires
on the work front should make it easier for you t
determine what rivals are hatching and then set
about refining and reorganizing your methods.
you must trust your own intuition above all else.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Colleagues
or close companions are likely to kick up a fuss
over certain planes, but new contacts and associations are sure to replace those which have
proved too time-consuming and costly. You
may have to consider a major move or upheaval in your lifestyle.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct.22): A lunar eclipse
suggests you've been hoping that certain crisis
or conflicts will eventually go away. Now you
know you have to take personal or partnership
issues far more seriously if a permanent solution is to be found.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Employers, colleagues and close associates seem to be
filling your head with doubt. What is about to
happen will take even you by surprise and, if
you can manage to remain flexible and uncommitted, you will eventually turn it to your own
advantage.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
You're liable to feel you're walking through a
minefield and many efforts to resolve a difficult situation can only backfire. You're about
to discover an unlikely solution which stands
every chance of success as long as you allow
nobody to talk you out of it.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 -Jan. 19): It would
be foolish to expect your domestic life to run
like clockwork while Neptune is at odds with
both the Sun and Mercury. Any information
you receive may include some distortion of the
truth, and you would be wise to accept nothing
at face value.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Don't
expect others to come clean and account for
their strange behavior. The planets are casting
a shadow of doubt over relationships with those
People you see every day of your life. Let the
lunar eclipse on the 15th guide you toward a
new outlook.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): In spite of
Upsets on the financial front, you must stick to
Your guns and refuse to accept any half truths
of half measures. Important discoveries can be
made by listening to your inner voice. Don't
ignore what you hear.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS

48 Cattleman?

27 Like

Schoenberg's
I Finance
works
s Tore
29 Anomalous
to Trick
33 Daly role
14 "There!"
34 Recoiled
15 Drench, with
35 Time-worn
"down"
37 Civic
16 Patron saint of
organization
Norway
38 Manilow's "
17 Mississippi
It Be Magic"
quartet
39 Group of turtles
16 Plenty
40 Receive
19
Bay,
41 Cook squash,
Hawaii
perhaps
20 Like Chablis
42 Early tennis star
— Hull Jacobs
21 Butcher?
24 Nell portrayer in 43 Nerve impulse
point
a 1994 movie
26 With 46-Across, 45 Aristocracy
a successor to 46 See 26-Across
Buster Crabbe 47 Afflict suddenly

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ARGAL I
COWARD
CUEBA L LS
OPENER
I N TAG L 10 MADAMA
DAW
PAM
EMPTOR
STEAM
PHI
THERA
AL LOW
I ND
ASKS
DLITHESPIRIT
HECTARE
ANY TH I NGGOES
P I MA
SOC
EARTH
INAPT
EAT
LEHAR
PDT
HOSTEL
APE
P I ETAS
EXAMINES
IGUANA
STOODOUT
PORTER
SCALPS

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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the week
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6 Ignominy
57III
7 Kind of shirt
61
8 Workers'
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Puzzle by Arthu S. Verdesca
9 Dissuaded
45 Plow horse
30 Roofing item
10 Herr Goethe
command
31 Guidance
11 Got down
counselor?
47 Flock of wild
12— Alto
fowl
13
excellence 32 "Oklahoma!"
aunt
48 Send
22 Trouble
34 Bygone coins
49 Prong
23 Artery
36 Gainsay
50 If ever
25A good deal of
living
36 Largest
binary code
rodent
27 Tourist city near
39 Auto pioneer
Nimes
41 Polio pioneer
28 Lies
29 "On the Beach" 42 Doris Duke, e.g.
44 Sweet drink
author
2 Ship's
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botanically
52 Hip about
54 Nota55 Flaherty's "Man
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annum

PersonalAstrologyConsultationsby 1ep1iore
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE.You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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National News
•Terrorism

• Washington

Alleged bomber
Clinton refuses to sign
indicted in airplane plot non-tax hike pledge
NEW YORK(AP)— The alleged mastermind of the World Trade Center bombing and
a man arrested three months ago in the Philippines were indicted in an alleged plotto blow up
American airplanes in the Far Fast, federal
authorities said today.
Abdul Hakim Murad, who was brought to
New York overnight, and Ramzi Ahmed
Yousef, the alleged trade center bombing figure, were named in the federal indictment announced today in a statement from U.S. Attorney Mary Jo White and the FBI's New York
office.
The indictment was issued March 22 and
unsealed Wednesday in federal court,the statement said.
Yousef has been jailed here since his arrest
in Pakistan in February.
FBI spokesman Joseph Valiquette said
Murad, who also goes by the name Saeed
Ahmed,was arrested at an apartment in Manila
that Yousef had rented and from which police
believed a plot to kill Pope John Paul II was
being hatched.
Police had gone to the apartment to investigate a fire there Jan. 6 and found explosives,
bomb-making manuals, pictures of the pope
and route maps of the pope's Manila visit,
authorities said.

The apartment also reportedly yielded evidence related to a bomb attack in December on
a Philippines Airlinesjet and other information
that prompted U.S. authorities to issue a bomb
warning to U.S. air carriers operating in the Far
East. One person died in the Philippines Airlines bombing.
The indictment alleges that Murad, Yousef
and others in the Philippines and elsewhere
conspired and tried to blow up commercial U.S.
jetsserving routesin the FarFast.Theindictment
alsochargesthataspartoftheconspiracy,Yousef
placed a bomb on a Philippines Airline flight en
route from Manila to Tolcyo on Dec. 11.
The bomb exploded while the plane was in
flight, killing a Japanese passenger.
White told reporters the arrest"should serve
to demonstrate this country's and the world's
firm resolve to meet and prosecute acts and
planned acts ofterrorism wherever they occur."
James K.Kallstrom,assistant directorofthe
FBI in New York, said the investigation is
continuing. He refused to answer many questions because he said it could jeopardize the
investigation or terrorism trials.
Murad evidently was held by Philippines
authorities since his arrest Jan. 7, and police
sources there have said he provided investigators with considerable information.

Hubbard Farms
Now taking applications for fall occupancy
Luxurious 2 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, fireplace, oak
spiral staircases, washer & dryers, private decks,
skylights, walking distance to campus.

Live in Orono's finest rental units in a
very quiet neighborhood.

866-0235
884-7464

Call now and get
free cable TV hook up.
Open house Saturday & Sunday
from 10 am. to 4 pm.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Calling it a
matter of principle, President Clinton said
Thursday he won't sign a pledge to refrain
from raising taxes. To do so, he said, would
run the risk of "breeding cynicism" among
Americans.
In a television interview, Clinton also
promised to examine Republican proposals
to scrap the current income tax system in
favor of a flat tax, but warned that most
studies suggest such a move would boost the
deficit and increase taxes on Americans
earning less than $200,000 a year.
"I'm going to put a pencil to a piece of
paper and figure out how it works," Clinton
told CNN. "And my ... suggestion to the
American people is that they should put a
pencil to a piece of paper and see how it
works."
Clinton said he supports efforts to simplify the tax system, but warned,"We must
not explode the deficit. And we must not
have a big tax shift from people making over
$200,000 to all people making under
$200,000. That's not the fair thing to do."
Clinton declined to make a pledge against
raising taxes, an issue that has surfaced in

recent presidential elections, particularly
among Republicans. President Bush took
the pledge in 1988 and won the presidency,
but he lost his support, and the 1992 election, after raising taxes.
Just last week, Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole of Kansas, who is seeking the
Republican presidential nomination,agreed
to sign the pledge that he had refused to
embrace in 1988,a decision that contributed
to his loss to Bush in New Hampshire's
leadoff primary.
"On principle,I think a president runs the
risk of breeding cynicism to sign that kind of
pledge when you have no idea what will
come forward," Clinton said. He defended
his decision to boost taxes for the wealthiest
Americans and said he's working to lower
taxes for middle-income Americans.
In a wide-ranging interview, the president rejected suggestions that he is too accommodating and shuns confrontation with
Republicans, saying,"I like to fight. That's
how I got elected president."
Although he has issued no vetoes thus
far, he said, "Send me a bad bill, I'll be
happy to veto it."

• Equality

Citadel ordered to train women
CHARLESTON, S.C.(AP)— A federal appeals court opened the way Thursday for Shannon Faulkner to become the
first woman to take part in military training at The Citadel.
A panel of the 4th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals panel agreed that South Carolina's all-male military college violated
her rights under the equal protection
clause of the 14th Amendment in refusing to admit her.
The 2-1 decision upheld an order last
July by U.S. District Judge C. Weston
Houck, who ended 151 years of all-male
military education at the Charleston
school.
Faulkner has been attending classes at
The Citadel since January 1994 under an
order from Houck but had not been allowed to take part in military training or
wear a uniform while the case was being
appealed.
The appeals court ordered the school
to admit Faulkner to the corps of cadets

in August unless it can come up with an
alternative plan to give women militarystyle education by then.
But the panel also said it was unlikely
the school could have such a plan ready
by the fall, when Faulkner will be a junior. Cadets cannot begin the program
after their junior year.
"We're basically where we were last
summer, playing beat the clock again,"
said Faulkner, a 20-year-old sophomore.
"I'm very optimistic about getting in, it's
just how are things going to work out."
Her mother, Sandy,reached by phone
at the family's Powdersville home, let
out a little cheer and laughed when told
of the ruling but would not comment
further.
The Citadel's lawyer, Dawes Cooke,
said school officials have been working
on an alternative plan.
"I like to think we're in good position
to meet the court's requirements" to have
one in place by August, he said.

HEY CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS!
•Is your MEMBERSHIP DOWN?
•Do you want to get a head start in the
fall to BOOST YOUR NUMBERS?
Call 581-1761 to get in on the social part
of FALL ORIENTATION.
Sponsored by ROC,TUB,IFC,PANHEL
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• Oops

Mistake-plagued Florida hospital loses accreditation
TAMPA,Fla.(AP)— A national panel today stripped the accreditation from a
mistake-ridden hospital where one man
lost a leg in a botched amputation and
another lost his life when he was mistakenly removed from a ventilator.
The action was a major blow to University Community Hospital, which must
have the accreditation to qualify for federal Medicaid and Medicare dollars. Last
year, the hospital received $52 million
from the government medical programs
for the poor and the elderly.
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations took the

action after inspectors made an "unannounced survey for cause" March 31 and
April 3 at the hospital.
The commission, which met Wednesday at its headquarters in suburban Chicago,announced its decision in a brief statement today. The commission declined to
elaborate. The hospital has 20 days to file
an appeal.
The hospital, one of three major hospitals in Tampa, did not immediately return
a call seeking comment.
The hospital's recent problems began
Feb.20 when doctors amputated the wrong
foot of a 51-year-old diabetic. Less than

two weeks later, a 77-year-old man died
after an unsupervised technician mistakenly removed him from a ventilator,thinking he was another patient.
The American Medical Association
wants to use the hospital as a national
example of how not to operate a hospital
and has called on the accreditation board
to release its findings and recommendations.
The hospital faces another threat to its
federal funding: The federal Health Care
Financing Administration has set an April
20 deadline for a state team to reinspect
the hospital and determine whether cor-

rections have been made.
Last week, Florida's Agency for
Health Care Administration shut down
the hospital's operating rooms for all but
emergency cases after investigators discovered sloppy procedures and other
problems.
State officials initially said the ban
wouldn't be lifted until the operating rooms
were deemed safe and until staff members
and all 326 surgeons who use the hospital
received a brief review of proper operating room safety procedures. The hospital
said it has been ready to resume normal
operations since Monday.

• O. J.!

Harris describes harrowing racial tension in jury
LOS ANGELES(AP)— An ousted juror
told of yet more racial tension on the 0.J.
Simpson jury, saying white and black jurors
used separate gyms and movie-viewing rooms,
according to court documents released today.
One black juror was hit in the head by two
jurors,Jeanette Harristold SuperiorCourtJudge
LanceItoduring aclosed-doorhearing Wednesday.
According to the transcript, Harris said jurors were buckling under the pressure of 24hour sequestration,with a series oftrivial clashes adding up to major problems.
"It's just difficult living," Harris told Ito.
"You live and breathe and you're in the situation 24hours a day....!believe probably people
wanttodothe bestjob they possibly can,but you
feel they're being pushed into something that
probably shouldn't happen."
Harris, whose explosive allegations made
in TV interviews sparked Ito's investigation of
the jury and the sheriff's deputies guarding
panelists, ticked off a list of seemingly petty
problems, including separate hotel gyms for
white and black jurors.
"The white jurors didn't like going to the
gym with us," said Harris, who is black. "I
can't explain why."
There also were separate rooms set up for
jurors to watch movies after black and white
jurors couldn't agree on what videos to watch.
The white jurors, she said, felt like they were

always being outvoted by the black majority on
the panel.
Harris said that in March,a Hispanic woman and white woman hit a black man while
watching a movie. "They hit him in the head,
youer day in the jury room,telling colleagues,
"You guys hit me. You literally hit me. And I
don't like it."
She said the white juror who allegedly hit
the black manjumped up and got a deputy,but
the deputy said,"Don't talk about anything in
this room."
The Hispanic woman,an alternate, particularly didn't get along with an elderly black
woman,according to Harris.
"She couldn't breathe the same air (in the
juror van)," Harris said. "(She'd say), 'I need
air,' and insisted on opening the window because she was sitting next to this juror. You
know, this is not just little trivial things that
come off the top of my head. There were
literally racial problems."
Harris described other pressures from life
under24-hourguard,including monitored phone
calls and a constant eerie feeling that jurors'
rooms were being searched withouttheirknowledge.
"I'm a person that values my space, and I
know when it's been invaded, and I know that
my room has been searched,and!feellike,well,
if somebody is searching my room, something's up," Harris said.

Flying High

"So,you sit there and you waitfor the other
In the transcript,jurors were identified by
shoe to drop, you know. So that's pressure in juror number and deputies were identified by
itself."
letter. Thejudge asked all questions.
Harris said that at one point, she set up her
Near the end ofthe meeting,thejudge said:
own sting operation to confirm her suspicions "It's my intention to speak to each and every
her room was being searched.
juror who remains."
"The maid would clean your room, but
The judge also questioned KCAL-TV rethey didn't open drawers,and!placed things porter David Goldstein about what Harris said
in a particular place, and when I came back, to him privately after her live interview last
they were rearranged," she said. "There is week. Goldstein reported that Harris said juno doubt in my mind that my room was rors were talking about the case among themselves, which would violate thejudge's order.
searched."
Out of Harris' earshot,Ito told lawyers that Harris denied making such statements to the
deputies did accompany the maids into the reporter.
The transcript released today echoed the
rooms during cleanings, but only to make sure
nothing was planted there or stolen, not to statements made by Harris' lawyer after the
search the room.
meeting.

Graduation Announcemento

NOW
at the bookstore
5Cg each or 5/ $2.25
Cars & Gowns are now
available tool
IP

•
IN

Aviation Opportunities available
in the Maine Army National Guard.
Air Traffic Control
Avionic Mechanics
Helicopter Mechanics
Fuel Supply Specialist

.40111 Let the world

_11

p.,1r.4

9 144

t

-4
04
•

tit 'ft

know you're
"Outta Here"

For more information, call today!!
MAINE
NATIONAL

GUARD

1-800-462-3101
Americans At Their Best

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
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• Investigation

Federal agencies release report on Ea e crash
WASHINGTON (AP) — The government's fact-finding report on the crash of an
American Eagle flight in North Carolina last
December raises questions about the pilot's
skills, but fails to confirm engine trouble
that worried the crew in the moments before
the accident.
The National Transportation Safety
Board today released a massive series of
reports on the Dec. 13 crash that killed 15
people, but did not provide comment or
issue a probable cause for the accident.
While the cockpit voice recorder shows
that the plane's crew was worried about
engine problems, an analysis of the plane's
two turboprop engines disclosed no difficulty.
Sounds on the cockpit voice recorder are
consistent with operation of both engines,
the report said,and engineers found no faults

that would have prevented engine operation.
The report disclosed that the plane's
captain, Michael Patrick Hillis, 29, had previously been allowed to resign from Cincinnati-based Comair after a senior pilot recommended that he be fired.
That pilot, who was not named in the
report, told the safety board that Hillis "had
below average piloting skills that required
my constant attention, especially in the terminal area."
He said he was concerned that Hillis
would "freeze up or get tunnel vision" in an
emergency.
Hillis, who died in the crash, joined
Flagship Airlines, which operates under
the American Eagle name, in 1991. He
received unsatisfactory ratings during some
training sessions but eventually completed

training and was assigned as a pilot. On his
employment application he indicated that
he wanted to leave Comair to move closer
to Memphis, Tenn., where he was taking
classes,the report said. Flagship is based in
Nashville.
Fifteen of the 20 people aboard the were
killed when the twin-engine Jetstream 3200
crashed in fog and drizzle as it approached
Raleigh-Durham International Airport.
A tape recording of conversations between the plane and the air traffic control
tower at Raleigh-Durham, released earlier
in the day by the Federal Aviation Administration, showed nothing unusual.
The flight was cleared routinely. About
two minutes after acknowledging that clearance the tape recording includes a muffled
thump or click of unknown origin,sounding
like someone pushes the button of a radio to

talk, but says nothing. After that the tower
calls several times to the plane but gets no
answer.
A second American Eagle flight is then
diverted as controllers try to locate the
crashed plane, without success.
The accident occurred hours after mechanics had to repair one of the engines that
wouldn't start.
The cockpit voice recorders show the
pilots talked about an ignition light going
on just before the crash, leading them to
be concerned that an engine might have
failed.
In the moments before the crash the
cockpit conversation focuses on the engine
and ignition as the plane gradually slows
and loses altitude until a warning horn sounds
indicating that the plane is about to lose its
ability to fly.

• The economy

Retail sales get new life after sh
WASHINGTON (AP) — Retail sales
rebounded from their biggest decline in more
than a year and rose a moderate 0.2 percent
in March in the latest sign of slower economic growth.
The Commerce Department also said
today that sales fell more sharply in February than previously estimated. They were
off a full 1 percent then, revised from an
earlier reported 0.4 percent decline.
Analysts expected a modest recovery for

sales last month and said their slower pace
this year signals an overall slowdown in the
economy.
Bolstering that assessment, the Labor
Department reported today that the number
of new claims for jobless benefits fell by
4,000 last week to a seasonally adjusted
338,000.
The Commerce Department said sales in
the first quarter of 1995 were 5.9 percent
higher than in the same period a year earlier

The Career Center is seeking
Career Assistants for1995-96
Deadline extended for the following •ositions:
Career Exploration/Career Lab
Placement/Front Desk
Maine Mentor/Alumni Career Services
Information Management/ Data Entry

These positions are Work-Study Jobe

decline

The February drop in sales had been the
first since they fell 0.2 percent last May and
was the largest decline since a 1 percent drop
in January 1994.
Auto sales were unchanged last month
after dropping 1.3 percent in February. Excluding car sales retail sales rose 0.2 percent
in March after falling 1 percent the previous
month.
Analysts said seven increases in interest
rates by the Federal Reserve since February
1994 are slowing economic growth and have
not yet had their full impact.The most recent
boost, a half-percentage point, was on Feb.
1.
The Commerce Department said sales
totaled a seasonally adjusted $191.7 billion,
up from $191.3 billion in February.
Sales of durable goods were up 0.4 percent in March after sliding 1.2 percent the
previous month.

Building materials led the increase,jumping 1.4 percent in March. Furniture sales
were up 1 percent.
Purchases of durable goods in March
increased 5.2 percent over a year earlier and
were up 8.1 percent for the first quarter
compared to the same period in 1994.
Nondurable goods, which fell 0.9 percent in February,were unchanged last month.
Department store sales climbed 0.5 percent,
but purchases at food stores slipped 0.4
percent.
Gasoline purchases fell 0.2 percent in
March and sales at drug stores were off 0.4
percent. Sales at restaurants and bars rose
0.8 percent.
Sales of nondurable goods were up 3
percent last month from a year ago and
were 4.6 percent for the first three months
of 1995 compared to the same period the
previous year.

BE A GOOD

Volunteer,

NEIGHBOR

American Heart
Association

(must have submitted your Free Application for Federal
Student Aid by March 1,1995)

and/or Internships
(must arrange for credit with your academic department)

To apply:
Request completejob descriptions
and an application at the Career Center
3rd Floor, Chadbourne Hall
5131-1359
The completed application should be returned to
the Career Center as soon as possible,

The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat

ightLe1ight
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery. We deliver to Orono, Old Town,
Milford and Bradley. • We honor competitor's coupons.

FREE

$5 OFF

Pork fried rice
with purchase of a
Pu Pu Platter for 2.

with purchase of
$20.00 or more when
dining in.

EXPIRES MAY 1, 1995
NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION
L
WITH ANY OTHER SPECIALS.

J.

EXPIRES MAY 1, 1995
NOT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION
WITH ANY OTHER SPECIALS.
j
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's.)
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny
like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard® card. Then
5412 3456 1890
DOOD
SANOY

you could use it to buy the things you really want.

2/96
"
GLASER

And with these College MasterValues® coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.
I]Carnival.

7

BE MOST POPULAR CRUSE LICE Di 1W WORLD:

on purcluses using a MosterCa' rd.card. Coupon
cannot be combined with any other discounts.
points or offen. One free pair ofshorts
per CUStOMer

MaSterVabe5

________

Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only on
.card. Offer may not
purchases using a MasterCard
bc combined with any other offer or discount.
Shipping and handling additional. 43.50 per
address in the U.S.A.) Please add applicable sales
twc. Offer void where prolubned.
J __

CRUISE AND SAVE,PLUS
RECEIVE A FREE FANNY PACK*

Coll•p• JaWeiry

Cruise the "Fun Ships*"and save up to $400 per
cabin on 3- or 4-day cruises when you use your
MasterCard card. Cruise for as little as $299 per
person. 3rd and 4th passengers cruise FREE! Call
1-800-352-3454 for information and bookings.
West Coast callers dial: 1-800-633-0220.

SAVE UP TO $120

Choose either the Red album, with hits from 1962
to 1966 (26 hits including: A Hard Day's Night,
Ticket To Ride and Help) or the Blue album, 1967
to 1970(28 hits including: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band, All You Need Is Love, and
Revolution). Buy one 2-CD set for $25.98 (a $31.98
value) or get the pair of CD sets for $47.98. To
order call 1-800-313-3323.

FREE Pair of Shorts (A $23 Value)
Run away with savings and our shorts, too. Receive
a FREE pair of shorts (a $23 value), when you purchase $65 or more on your next catalog order and
use your MasterCarcr card. Call 1-800-551-5558
for a free catalog or to place an order. Mention offer
#RRP-0720.
COLLEGE
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only

T -A RV E D
A R(

SAVE 25% ON THE BEATLES'
GREATEST HITS ON CD

WINER SPORTS.

Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $30 on 10K gold, $60
on 14K gold or $120 on 18K gold. Call 1-800952-7002 for more details.
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid
only on purchases using a MasterCard. card.
Coupon may not be combined with my
other coupon or discount Offer does not
apply to shipping and handling. Lirnit one
order per person. Some limitations may apply.

COLLEGE
masiervaitie

.Savings! Offer valid on selected railings
Ask for COLLEGE MasterValues
5/31/95. Offer valid
through 1995, holiday blackouts apply. Mao book by
person, double
only on purchms using a MasterCard card. Rates are per
available.
add-ons
air
with
occupancy, cruise-only
Port charges/fees and taxes are additional. Offer
.thjec, to availabihty and not combinable with
any other discount. Ship's Registry: Liberia,
Bahamas.'Double-rapper nylon "panchute"
MasterValue
pack with black adjustable waist strap.

COLLEGE

MaSteNakle/
_

_L_

_

Pier1imports*

TIME

ICk1;i5PHOTO

for a change

1.1-113 r-A1V(C33

Save 15% On Your Next Purchase

Save 40%
join the club...and save 40% offthe $25, three-year membership fee when you use your MasterCarcr'card. Enjoy
discounts ofup to 50% on contact lenses, glasses, designer
sunglasses and much more at "America's #1 Vision Care
Service". For more details, call 1-800-USA-LENS and
mention offer #101.
2/1/95 to 5/31,95
Oder and coupon valid
purchases using a
Offer valid only on
MasterCard" card Offer void where
prohibited by law

OLLEGE

AlaSterValue

2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only on purOffer and coupon valid
card. Cash redemption value 1/20. Offer
.
chases ming a MasterCard
taxed or restricted. Coupon
prohibited,
where
void
any other discount.
with
combined
may not be
COLLEGE
or cassette per order. Excludes
1.11alt one CD
sale merchandise.

Cn. MasterValue
aoupo
Offer Not Vlid Without This
I- ----------------©

International Inanporated
1995 MasterCard

on purchases using a MmerCard.card. Offer
may not be combined with any other offer or
discount. Offer valid for U.S. residents only.
Void where prohibited.

Mas-tervalue

masiervalue

-r

1-800-fit
on one CD or
Here's music to your ears...save $2
you use your
cassette priced $8.99 or more when
per coupon.
discount
$2
MasterCarcP card. One
COUPON #493

Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos are
priced at $9.95 or less and are 100% satisfaction guaranteed.Act now and get one video FREE when you
buy three and use your MasterCard' card. Call
1-800-862-7100 for your FREE catalog and ask for
the COLLEGE MasterValues offer.
COLLEGE
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only

Offer and coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases
using a MmerCard. card. Offer
don regular priced merchandise only,
excludes clearance md sale items, delivery and other service charges.Coupon
must be redeemed at the time of purchase. Offer does not apply to pnor
Purchases and cannot be used to purchase Gift
Certificates. Coupon is not valid in combination
COLLEGE
with any other coupon or discount (:oupon is
valid at all Pier 1 company stores and participating franchise stores. Coupon #440.

------------------------------

"CD Or Cassette
Save $2 Off A

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE

Your dorm or apartment could use a few changes.
You could use a good deal. Pier I can supply both.
We'll take 15% off your total purchase of all regular
price items, from colorful pillows to fun framed art,
All the supplies school calls for, plus 15% off when
you use your MasterCard* card at Pier 1.

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.

________________

WARNER

or

SAVE UP TO 25%
Show the special people in your life how much
you care! Save 20% on all floral arrangements and
gift baskets of$28.45 or more, and get 25% off a
dozen roses when you use your MasterCard' card.
Call 1-800-THE-ROSE before lpm and have your
special gift delivered the same day!
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases using a
MasterCard. card. Offer valid on products priced S28.45 or more.
Applicable sales tax and service charges are additional.
Coupon is not valid with any otherspecial offer
or discount. Offer valid only on deliveries
within the ConOnental United States.
Sunday delivery not guaranteed.

4aSterValue
- u --------------------

50% Off Film Developing
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
MotoPhoto...the best place for better pictures guaranteed! Take 50% off the regular price of processing
and printing when you use your MasterCard'card.
Call 1-800-733-6686 for the location nearest you.
Limit 1.
value
Offer and coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Cash redemption
card. Limit
.
1/20. Offer valid only on purchases using a MuterCard
one coupon per customer. Cannot be combined
OLLEGE
with any other offers. Offer valid on C-41
process, 35 non film, and standard size prints
only. Offer valid at participating stores only.

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon. 43StierValUe

THE SHARPER IMAGE'

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
49% Off A Special
Subscription
W
12-eek
Invest in your future and stay on top ofcurrent developments with The Wall StreetJournal. For a limited
time only, pay just $23 for a 12-week subscription
' leading business publication. To take
to the nations
advantage of this special offer, call 1-800-348-3555
please
refer to source key 75NE.
and
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid
only on purchases using a MmerCard. cud.

Ca-LEGE

me c

Mastervalue

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
retailer

Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty
more.
of gift, fitness, recreational, travel, apparel and
Use your MasterCard® card and save 15% on a purchase of$75 or more when you shop at any one of
our 70 store locations or by mail order. Call 1-800344-4444, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the
store nearest you or for a FREE catalog.
using a
purchases
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only on
be
card. Offer not valid on certain purchases. May not
.
MasterCard
Policy,
combined with Frequent Buyers" Program, Price Matching
promotions.
or
discounts
auction purchases, or other
Not valid on purchsse of ph certificates or on
previous purchases. The discount is applicable
to, and the minimum purchue bned on
merchandise prices only, and excludes tax,
AlageNallle
shipping and tox on shipping.

t
)
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• Book

McNamara blasted for Vietnam war memoirs
The Times added:"Three million Viet• WASHINGTON (AP) — By waiting
three decades to admit he was wrong about namese died. Fifty-eight thousand AmerVietnam,former Defense Secretary Rob- icans got to come home in body bags. Mr.
ert S. McNamara has opened himself to McNamara,while tormented by his role in
criticism as bitter as any since he ran the war, got a sinecure at the World Bank
and summers at the (Martha's) Vineyard
"McNamara's War."
"We were wrong, terribly wrong," (in Massachusetts)."
McNamara wrote in the book, published
In The Los Angeles Times, cartoonist
Monday,and he came in for an immediate Paul Conrad portrayed McNamara as
blistering for not having said that while he standing before the engraved names on
was still in office and able to alter events. the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and sayHe left in 1968 to take over the World ing, "Sorry about that."
Bank.
And in a Los Angeles Times column,
Fewer than 7,000 Americans had died Robert Scheer wrote,"While I respect the
in the war when McNamara concluded in moral angst reflected in this memoir, one
1966 or 1967 that the war was a mistake. must ask why McNamara compounded
More than eight times as many had died his crime of complicity with the crime of
before the United States ceased military silence."
"What bothers me about it is the fact
action in August 1973. South Vietnam fell
that he seems to have reached the concluto the communists in April 1975.
"Mr. McNamara must not escape the sion no later than the end of 1965 and
lasting moral condemnation of his coun- probably earlier that the war was unwintrymen," The New York Times said nable and yet he did not confront this head
Wednesday in a sharply personal editori- on in his recommendations to President
Johnson," said George Herring, a Vietal.

nam War historian at the University of cago, Boston, Washington, Dallas and
Kentucky.
Austin in Texas,Atlanta,Seattle,San FranMcNamara ran the Pentagon under cisco and Los Angeles.
Publisher Peter Osnos, who worked
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson. In the
book, "In Retrospect: The Tragedy and with McNamara for two years as his ediLessons of Vietnam," he wrote that he tor, said the book is selling heavily. An
still does not know whether he quit or was additional 20,000 were ordered after a
first printing of 80,000.
fired by Johnson.
Osnos said McNamara knew what he
The reaction to his words recalled the
emotion aroused by the war itself. Tens of was in for.
"The fact that there still is rage does
thousands of Americans — including a
college student named Bill Clinton — not come as a surprise to anyone," Osnos
protested the war, burned draft cards or said. "He was prepared for people to say
he was responsible. He is not in any way,
fled to Canada to escape the draft.
Even McNamara's son,a Stanford Uni- shape or form trying to escape that responversity student, joined the protests. Mc- sibility. What he is trying to do is to
Namara once fled a student mob at Har- provide for the first time the fullest acvard through underground utility tunnels. counting of how it happened."
John Mueller, a University of RochMcNamara,78, has been in Asia since
the book appeared. But he will get plenty ester political scientist who specializes
of opportunity to answer questions. Times in studying wars and presidents, said
Books, publisher of "In Retrospect: The that even The New York Times — and
Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam," has almost everyone but "extremists" —
scheduled him on a book tour that will supported the war in the Kennedy and
take him to interviews in New York, Chi- early Johnson years.

• Religion

Shouters banned from church for second time
GREENSBURG, Pa.(AP) — For the
second time in as many weeks,two women got kicked out of a church for praying
too loudly.
Common Pleas Judge Bernard Scherer
ruled Wednesday that they violated the
church's property rights and broke its rules.
He said they can enter with permission of
its pastor.
The Blessed Sacrament Cathedral will
allow the two back if they promise to pray
quietly,said Alice Launch,a spokeswoman for the Roman Catholic Diocese of
Greensburg.
"That's what the injunction says, and
we're not in the business of keeping people out of church," she said. "We're just
sorry we had to go through all of this
during Holy Week."
On Friday, Scherer barred the women
from a nearby church, Holy Cross in
Youngwood, until they comply with rules

to pipe down.
Exasperated parishioners, priests and
teachers from Blessed Sacrament's school
attended Wednesday's hearing on that
church's request for an order barring Joan
Sudwoj and Cynthia Balconi from shouting the rosary before and after morning
Mass.

"We're just sorry we
had to go through all of
this during Holy Week,"
said Alice Launch.
Rather than attend the hearing,the two
women spent the time at Blessed Sacrament, praying loudly.
Church members said they were espe-

cially concerned about the noise with Easter approaching.
"Church is community, but they do
not respect our right to seek quiet and our
own way to God," said Margaret Ritz,
who has attended the church for 26 years
and showed up in court.
Scherer's order is in effect until May
24, at which time he'll hold another hearing to decide whether the banishment
should continue.
Parishioners at Holy Cross endured
two years of Sudwoj, Balconi and a third
woman who agreed last week to quiet
down.
The motives of the women are a mystery.
They refuse to comment, but others
say they have been so loud they have
drowned out the preacher's voice and on
one occasion the choir.
Frustrated parishioners have written

CHINA GARDEN
Stressed Out?

We
Deliver

the women notes,including one that urged
them to "Shut up!"
Monsignor Robert Schuda of Blessed
Sacrament said he recently confronted
them but got no response.
"It was like speaking to two stones of
granite," he said.

Service

from page 3

ation Norm Poirier said since his department is small, the area clean up will be of
great help to his department and the town of
Orono. He added that the program hopes to
expand next year to have an adopt-a-senior
project, with students adopting elderly families.
"This is an initial step into the fall when
students will be assigned to a family," Poirier added.
The students will be helping the senior
citizens by washing windows,raking yards,
taking out trash and generally cleaning up.
Lucy said this will help those "who no
longer can help themselves. Also, we are
helping Orono."
Lucy stressed the fact that he would like
to see more students help out with this
project to make it a success. He said it is
open to the entire campus. Any volunteers
should meet in the Stevens Hall parking lot
on Saturday to be assigned a project.

Come enjoy an exotic
Polynesian drink.

SUBWAY'

Happy Hour

$1.00 OFF

2pm - 5pm everyday
Delicous luncheon specials
end at 4pm.
Call 866-7344 or 866-5844
Maine State ID required

any footiong Sub
Good with this coupon only
:6r1pecials
t; tpno
Deliveries Suri-Thurs 7pin - llpm

866-3550
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am sports
Field slated for Bears
CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago
Bears said they plan to build a new
$285 million grass-field stadium and
leave Soldier Field, their home for the
last 24 years.
Bears president Michael McCaskey
said the team would push for legislation to fund the new facility and hoped
to play its first season there in 2000.

Bruins, Oates agree to
terms
BOSTON (AP) — Boston Bruins
center Adam Oates agreed in principle
on a five-year contract that would pay
him about $10 million.
The contract would run through the
1998-99 season and would pay Oates,
32, a prorated $1.85 million for the
current season; $1.95 million next season; $2.05 million for 1996-97; $2.15
million for 1997-98, and, depending
on his production that season,the same
amount for 1998-99.

Nordiques dodge bullet
BOSTON (AP) — The New York
Rangers will not file tampering charges against the Quebec Nordiques for
allegedly contacting defenseman Sergei Zubov before last Friday's NHL
trading deadline. The Nordiques are
alleged to have called Zubov to find
out whether he would report if he
were traded to Quebec.

Lack of wind stops
America's Cup
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Dennis Conner's Stars & Stripes was nearly 15
minutes ahead of America3's Mighty
Mary in an America's Cup defender
finals race when the time limit expired
because of a lack of wind.
The race was to be resailed today
and officials from Team New Zealand
and Bertrand's oneAustralia were to
meet this morning to decide if they'll
resail their challenger race Friday.

Cowboy's tackle arrested
for assault
DALLAS(AP)— Erik Williams, a
Pro Bowl offensive tackle for the Dallas Cowboys, was arrested today after
a 17-year-old girl accused him of sexually assaulting her, police said.
Dallas police Sgt. Jim Chandler said
Williams was taken into custody after
police responded to a telephoned request for help by the girl.
Chandler said officers went to Williams' home in north Dallas and asked
for the girl by her first name. Williams
told officers that the girl was not there
and that there was no disturbance.
As officers returned to their patrol car, they said they heard a sound
and saw the girl looking out of a
Window. Officers then arrested Williams and another man, who was not
immediately identified.
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• Softball Bears gear up for NAC schedule
• Baseball team racks up two more wins

• Baseball

Black Bear bats heat up cold night
Strong pitching leads Maine to wins Wednesday and Thursday night
By Tony Hallett
Sports Writer
For most teams, it was not the greatest
day for baseball Wednesday.
A chilly breeze was blowing through
Hadlock field in Portland. The game had to
start early because of a failed light bank.
Shortly into the second,the skies opened up,
reducing the field to mud. A mere 166 fans
filled the stands.
However,for the UMaine Black Bears,it
was a perfect day for the sport. Jim Hanning
fired six innings of two-hit, two-run ball.
Nick Caiazzo blasted his seventh homer of
the season, and Steve Puleo and Garrett
Quinn did what needed to be done to lead
UMaine past the University of Connecticut
Huskies 5-3.
"As a team, we got some great play.
Everybody played very well. We got some
good pitching out of all four guys who
threw," Quinn said. Quinn, who currently
leads the team with an ERA of 1.31, earned
the save in the nine inning affair.
The Bearsjumped on the Huskies quick,
and never truly lost the lead. Steve Puleo led
of the bottom of the second inning with a
double, and scored two wild pitches later.
UConn threatened to make it a close
game in the fifth, when Matt Zawalich
reached on a fielders choice, advanced on a
wild pitch, and later scored when teammate
Darren Prozzo drew a bases loaded walk.
Maine was not going to let the Huskies

• Softball

Anderson's
crew ready for
NAAC schedule
By Tony Hallett
Sports Writer
"It's time to get started."
One sentence describes UMaine softball coach Janet Anderson's attitude about
kicking off the 1995 North Atlantic Conference season.
Thirty three games in, the University
of Maine Black Bears will leave 5 a.m.
Friday morning play their first NAC game
at Drexel University. The 16-17 Bears
will play two against the .500 club of
Pennsylvania before traveling to Deleware Saturday for another double-header.
"I am very confident in terms of this
weekend," Anderson said. Drexel and
Deleware both have been having trouble
with ball handling, and the coach said
this will give UMaine an advantage.
Pitching and hitting, the two teams
are almost equal. Drexel holds a narrow
advantage, 2.57 to 2.60 ERA and .249 to
.243 batting average.
Deleware could prove to be more of a
challenge. Currently the Blue Hens top
the charts in hitting, leading the NAC
with a team average of.317, with 232 hits
in 733 at bats. Lisa Myers of Deleware is
second in the league behind Hofstra's
See SOFTBALL on page 22

slip past unchallenged.
The Bears controlled the second half of
the inning once again.
Keith Croteau scored on a single by
Shiro Ando. Matt Huff crossed the plate for
Maine's second run on a sacrifice fly by T.J.
Sheedy.Afterfive innings,it was 3-1 Maine.

UConn again closed the gap to one in the
sixth. First baseman Chris Bisson tagged a
Hanning pitch over the left field fence. Head
coach John Winkin then opted to go to the
bullpen with senior rightie Ryan Smith. HanSee BASEBALL on page 22

UMaine pitcher Jim Hanning fires at the plate during Wednesday's game
with UConn.(Page Photo.)

• Women's basketball

Palombo on the move?
Coach
open and now that applies to me — more so
if she leaves."
Although some of the details are
sketchy at this point, it is very clear that
money could factor into Palombo's decision should she be selected by Long Beach
State to fill the position. She is currently
in her fourth year of a five year contract,
with an annual salary of $48,400. Long
Beach State paid McDonald $72,000 per
year as head coach.
The University of Maine sports community is prepared to do everything they
can to retain Palombo's services, including a possible pay raise, according to Athletic Director Walt Abbott.
"We will look at programmatic things
and salary to try and do everything we can
to make an attractive package to keep her
here," said Abbott.
"Joanne has given great leadership,
she's a good recruiter and a real quality
floor coach," Abbott continued. "She's
just a top-flight coach."
Palombo's resume has been impressive since her arrival in Orono three years
ago. She has compiled a three-year record
of 53-33, including a 38-8 record over the
Black Bears' last 46 games, along with
back-to-back North Atlantic Conference
regular season championships and an

from page 1
NCAA Tournament appearance.
Other members of the team were a bit
surprised by the situation, but said they
are taking a wait-and-see approach.
"There's nothing we can do right now,
it's her decision and her career," said
sophomore center Stacey Porrini, who has
been an integral part of the Black Bears'
recent success. "She's a great coach and
there is no one out there who can replace
her and what she's done with the program."
Junior forward Steph Guidi, who will
be a tri-captain next season, seemed confident that Palombo is just listening right
now and will remain here in Maine as her
coach.
"I think it's going to be tough for her,
but I trust her to make the right decision,"
Guidi said. "I'm not concerned about it. I
would be concerned if she was opting to
leave, but I don't think that's the case."
If the Long Beach State staff selects
Palombo and she accepts the post, she will
be taking over a top-notch basketball program. The Forty-Niners, who compete in
the Big West Conference, have qualified
for the women's NCAA Tournament 11
times in the last 14 years. The program
also boasts a brand-new $22 million facility that will eventually seat 7,500.
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Thio
Weekend
Friday, April 14
Comedy Cafe Series

Bob
Marley

Chris
McGuire
2 Funny Guys
1 Low Price!
9 PM Damn Yankee
$1 w/UMaine Student ID
$3 All Others

Legends of the Fall
Saturday, April 15

Softball
Diane Hobin with a .412 average.
Once the ball is hit, however, Maine
takes over. Their .956 fielding percentage is second only to Boston University.
Deleware dropped a 2-1 game to Hofstra
last week,placing their conference record
at 0-1.
"They look a little shaky," Anderson
said.
Maine is prepared for this weekend,
regardless of what competition may
throw their way. Cindy Harrington remains a force from the circle with a 1.56
ERA, and 131 strike outs. Offensively,
Anderson said Maine is coming around.
"We have seen some turnaround in
that area," Anderson said. "We are
doing very well on a lot of things, we
are preparing both mentally and physically."

from page 21
Some areas the Bears have been working on for the weekend is team speed,and
how to work through the close ones.
"Pressure situations. It's the bottom
of the seventh, tie game. What do we do
in terms of holding our opponent?"
Anderson said. "We are seeing some
very good things in terms of a better
total picture."
Are they ready for the NAC?
"It is going to be good to get started,"
Anderson said. "We have been looking
forward to this for a long time."
Home Bound: The lady Bears will
finally get a chance to play on Lengyl
Field this Wednesday. Maine will play a
twin bill with Hofstra starting at 1:30
p.m. The games will mark the start of a
six-game homestand, with NAC foes
Hofstra, Hartford and Vermont.

WINNING
STRATEGIES FOR
MAXIMIZING YOUR
INVESTMENTS
AND PROTECTING
YOUR ESTATE
A series ofworkshopsfor
University ofMaine
Faculty Administration
RETIREMENT PLANNING:
"How to Turn Your Retirement
Years Into Golden Years"

last movie of the year!
100 Donald P Corbett
Showtime at 6:30 only!
$.50 w/UMaine Student ID
$3 All Others

Wednesday,April 12, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
Brian will illustrate his 6-step process in preparing
university educators for a worry free retirement that will
maximize income and minimize taxes. If retirement is in
your near future - don't miss this workshop!

SUPPLEMENTAL
RETIREMENT
ANNUITIES (SRA's):
"How to Turn Yours Into a
Super Charged Retirement Annuity"

The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
A Division of Student Affairs
movie co-sponsored by:

Residents On Campus
A Board of Student Government Inc

reev,A
kt404Q
4t›
14‘

Friday, March 31, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
This could be the investment vehicle you are looking
for to help you reduce your 1995 taxes and to give your
retirement planning a big boost. If you are disappointed
with your current SPA or considering contributing to an
SRA, you should plan to attend this informative
presentation.

Sponsored by:
Brian Bernatchez
Senior Vice President
Firstmark Corp.

Baseball

from page 21

ning ended the day with four walks and seven
k's in six innings. Again Maine answered
with another run in the bottom of the inning.
Both teams scored in the eighth. Reuben
Wilson ripped a solo homerun off Maine
reliever Lance Bogardus, but Caiazzo answered soundly with his seventh homer of
the year.
In the ninth inning,stopper Quinn came on
the mound,and two strike outs and a fielder's
choice later, he earned his fourth save.
Quinn credited the whole team with the
win.
"We are the type of team who has to
come ready to play every day. Tonight we
had a great effort all around," Quinn said.
Joel Nadeau took the loss for UConn,
allowing six hits and three runs in five
innings, walking one and whiffing two.Chet
Kasper allowed two and 2/3 innings.
Maine garnished 11 hits to UConn's
five.
Maine was in the win column again last
night, whenthey took a 6-3 decision from
Dartmouth.
The Bears improved to 12-23 overall.
Steve Lancaster went four innings, giving upjust two hits and a run,to earn the win
on the mound, while Rick wickett notched
the save.
Steve Puleo's bat stayed on fire, as the
senior went two-for-three with a triple.
Matt Tarver-Walquist absorbed the loss
for Dartmouth, now 7-12.
HOME OPENER: The Black Bears
will play their first games of the season at
Mahaney Diamond this weekend. Maine is
scheduled to play Hartford in NAC doubleheader on Saturday. The first game starts at
12 noon with the second game to follow.
Plenty of tickets are still available for the
two-game set.

• Specialist in retirement
planning for professionals in
higher education
• Editor &Publisher of
The Chronicle ofFinancial
Planning Newsletter

V Participants must
pre-register
✓ No registration fee
✓ Complimentary lunch
will be provided

Attend 1 or all 3 of these
educational workshops!
Call Gloria Blair-Chapman
to reserve your space today.

1-800-274-3476

gni

r

A Public Sehose Cl the LJSDA Fonest
your State Forester

Angelo's Pizzeria'

111

RESTAURANT

$1.00 Off
any large Pizza

ESTATE PLANNING:
"Protecting What You Have"
Monday, April 3, 1995
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Lown
Guest speaker Wayne Theriault, JD, is a leading
authority on estate planning. Learn how you can keep
more of what your have worked hard to accumulate. In
this workshop, Wayne will explain how you could
potentially save your estate hundreds of thousands of
dollars in taxes and probate fees.

511 Stillwater Ave.
827-3222
Good with this coupon only
Not good with any other offers or specials
Good until May 31, 1995
Present Coupon at time of order.
One coupon per person.
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• Wednesday's NHL

Bruins dominate Nordiques, but lose
(AP)-Statistics don't get more deceiving
than the ones Boston and Quebec compiled
against each other.
The Nordiques blanked the Bruins 4-0
Wednesday night even though Boston controlled play for nearly two-thirds of the
game and outshot Quebec 35-16. The Nordiques, who have the best record in the
Eastern Conference, were a step behind so
often that they let Boston have nine power
plays.
"The difference was our confidence,
and we played good defense," said goalie
Stephane Fiset, who got his second shutout.
"And every time we got a chance to score
we did."
Two ofthe goals came in 10 seconds late
in the second period.
The Nordiques,second in the NHL with
38 power-play goals, struck quickly against
Boston, owner of the top penalty-killing
average in the league. After Mariusz
Czerkawski was given a major penalty and

a game misconduct for high-sticking Peter
Forsberg at 17:37 of the second period,
Quebec struck.
Forsberg broke a scoreless tie with his
11th goal at 19:48,sending a shot past BlaMe
Lacher after Wendel Clark missed the net
and the puck rebounded off the boards.
After the ensuing faceoff, Mike Ricci was
credited with his 11th goal at 19:58 when the
puck slid past goalie Blaine Lacher during a
jam in the crease.
"The last 15 seconds of the second period defined a game we dominated," Boston
coach Brian Sutter said. "After that we had
to go after them and gamble in the third
period — and we lost the gamble."
Forsberg scored again in the third period, and Bill Huard made it 4-0.
"The difference was we had great goaltending," Forsberg said. "We didn't have
many great chances, but we took advantage
of the ones we had."
In other games, it was Philadelphia 3,

Safe!!

Montreal 2;San Jose 3,Chicago 2; the New
York Islanders 3, Florida 1; the New York
Rangers 3,Buffalo 1; Calgary 4,Los Angeles 1; New Jersey 2, Washington 1; and
Hartford 4, Ottawa 2.
Flyers 3, Canadiens 2
Mikael Renberg scored his 21st goal
early in the third period at Philadelphia,
improving the Flyers to 10-3 this season
when entering the final period tied. In their
last 22 games, the Flyers are 15-5-2 and
have outscored their opponents 30-13 in the
third period.
Benoit Brunet's short-handed goal was
Montreal's first of the season, making it
the last NHL team to score while a man
down.
Sharks 3, Blackhawks
Craig Janney, known for his playmaking, set up Jim Kyte — who almost never
scores — for the deciding goal.It was Kyte's
15th goal in 524 NHL games.
Janney centered for Cam Neely in Boston and Brett Hull in St. Louis.
Islanders 3, Panthers 1
Tommy Soderstrom stopped 38 shots as
New York won at Florida. Last Saturday,
he saved 41 shots in a 2-2 tie with the
Panthers.
The Panthers,last in the league in powerplay goals, went scoreless in five chances
for the second straight game.
The Islanders got goals from Steve Thomas, Patrick Flatley and Derek King.
Rangers 3, Sabres 1
At New York, Mike Richter, knocked
out of three straight games at home and
struggling through one of the toughest periods of his career, displayed the goaltending
form that helped the Rangers win the Stanley Cup last season.
The Rangers scored twice in the opening
period, with Brian Noonan and Pat Verbeek
connecting.
Flames 4, Kings 1
Visiting Calgary used Rick Tabaracci's
31 saves in his first start for the Flames and
Kelly Kisio's two goals. He has scored in
five consecutive games.
Calgary coach Dave King, giving
Tabaracci and Andrei Trefilov a chance to
battle for backup goalie status in the playoffs behind Trevor Kidd,did not even dress
Kidd. Tabaracci made it look like a wise
decision.
Kisio's short-handed goal gave Calgary
a two-goal cushion. Kisio added his sixth
goal of the season on a power play to finish
the scoring.

ox Scores
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Maine
Player
AB
2B Ando
4
CF Sheedy
3
DH Bianchi
4
C Puleo
2
3B Caiazzo
4
1B Jolliffe
3
LF Turner
2
PH Longo
1
LF Coombs
1
SS Croteau
3
RF Huff
2
Totals
29

R
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
5

H
2
1
1
2
2
0
0
1
0
2
0
11

BI
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
4

UConn (5-17-1)
Player
RF Prozzo
DH Wilson
C Grbwski
1B Bisson
3B Thulin
CF Zwalich
PH Uccello
RF Scott
PH Wetjen
LF Glbeault
2B Edgar
PH Catlin
SS Rdriquez
Totals

AB
2
4
4
3
4
3
0
0
1
3
3
1
3
31

R
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

H
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
5

BI
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0,
3

THURSDAY NIGHT
Maine (12-23)
Player
AB
RF Huff
3
CF Sheedy
3
C Puleo
3
3B Caiazzo
4
DH Coombs
2
1B Jolliffe
3
LF Turner
3
SS Croteau
3
2B Ando
3
Totals
27

R
0
1
2
0
0
1
0
1
1
6

H
1
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
1
6

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3

Dartmouth (7-12)
Player
RF Gilmer
SS Mosely
CF Spencer
3B Isler
DH Horton
1B Seneker
LF Pawling
C Stacy
28 Armstmg
LF Jones
DH Gaynes

R
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

H
1
0
1
2
0
2
0
0
0
1
0

HI
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

AB
4
4
3
4
2
3
1
3
0
1
2

Top 10 Reasons to Graduate:
Senior captain Steve Puleo slides safely into second base against UConn.
Puleo helped Maine pick up two wins in two days with 4 hits.(Lane photo.)

Summer Jobs with Intensive
English Institute
Work with international students from Asia,
Former Soviet Union, and the Middle East.
We need Office Clerks, Activities
Coordinators, Residential Life counselor,
Peer Group Leaders, Public Speaking
Instructors and others. Summer work study
helpful. Enthusiastic, organized,
responsible people needed. Foreign
languages, especially Russian, an asset.
Excellent professional experience. Room &
board available for some positions. For
more information, call or visit: Intensive
English Institute
11 Fernald Hall
1-3821.

6.) Parking in East Bum?@#!

La Silo Seven LI

most unusual Bookstore"
Supporting the many
paths to oneness...

"A

Eastern Teachings‘Health & Healing
Death & Reincarnation‘Heligion
Native American‘New Physics
Psychic DevelopmentliRhilosophy
Revealed TeachingstOnspirational
Natural MagickliSelf Improvement
and more...
7 BOMARC RD BANGOR ME

12 noon - 6 p.m. 7 days-a-week
We often arrive early &
stay later iv/ daylight hrs.
lit 942-5590

5.) Bookstore buy back = zero
refund
Watch for more next week!
Sponsored by Senior Council

The Maine Campus, Friday, April 14, 1995

Classifieds
help wanted
Boothbay Harbor Waterfront Inn hiring
experienced wait, kitchen, house staff for
summer. L. Metzger Lawnmeer, 2245 N.
Beach Rd, Englewood, FL(813)475-7725.
CRUISESH1PSHIRING-Earnupto$2,000+/
month. World travel. Seasonal & full-time
positions. No exp necessary. For info. call 1206-634-0468 ext. C50675.
Resort Jobs - Work at one of the many
Resorts in the United States. Locations include Hawaii, Florida, Rockies, New England,
etc. Earn to $12/hr.+tips. For more information, call (206)632-0150 ext. R50672.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 billion in
private sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regardless
of grades, income, or parent's income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial Services: 1800-263-6495 ext. F50673.
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS available in NY, PA, New England. Instructors needed: Tennis, Swimming(WSI),
Lacrosse,
Baseball,
Sailing,
Windsurfing, Waterskiing, Rollerb lade
Hockey, Archery, Ceramics, Gymnastics, Ropes, Outdoors. 1-800-443-6428
Bar Harbor: Bluenose Inn is looking for a
few good graduating Bears! Accepting
applications for front desk, restaurant
staff and grounds/maintanence positions.
MUST BE ABLE TO STAY THROUGH Oct.
31, 1995. Please call (207)288-3348 for
interview information.
Tennis Jobs-Summer boys and girls sports
camps in Mass. Looking for instructors with
good tennis background who can teach
children to play tennis. Good salary, room &
board, travel allowance. Men call: Camp
Winadu(800)494-6238,Women call: Camp
Danbee (800)392-3752.
Waterfront Jobs - Swimming/sailing/
waterskiing - prestigious boys and girls
summer sports camps in Massachusetts. High salary, room and board,
travel allowance. Men call: Camp
Winadu (800)494-6238, Women call:
Camp Danbee (800)392-3752.
Local newspaper needs
proofreeder two corect speling erors.
If interestid call 581-TYPO.
Jobs for next fall: Help the Captain
with getting up, eating, or going to bed
and w/schoolwork, driving, socializing
and anything fun etc. It is the easiest job
you'll ever have, and a lot of fun. $5.00/
hour. Call Bill Picard at 581-7170.
Tutors wanted for MAT 115, BUA
220 and 325 next fall. $5.00/hour.
Call Bill at 581-7170.

for sale
Car stereos, alarms, rem. starters sales/
installation. Rockford - Fosgate, Eclipse,
JVC, JBL. SoundShapers. 989-1889.

Modem,3brtownhouse Fue 3+ wars. Buy
and save money.$54,900. 11/2 bath.947-8153.
1987 Ford Escort. Must sell. A fantastic
car for $900 or BO. It runs great. Call
Hugo at 866-0466.
Europe $169 o/w Caribbean/Mexicc
$189 r/t. If you can beat these prices
start your own damn airline! Air-TedLtd.(212)219-7000,info@aerotech.com
Macintosh for sale, includes printer
microsoft word, excel, games, and all
original docs. Call 827-7731.
Trek 830 speed w/acushi ft. 1 year old
- barely used - $250 obo. Call 866-3585.

for rent
Summer Sublet in Bangor: Onebedroom apt. in a beautiful old
Victorian, includes all utilities. Call F.J.
Gallagher at 581-1271 or 947-1624.
Modern, clean, 5br +2 bath townhouse
apt. Close to univ. Lease available June 1 &
Sept 1. $800/mo. heated. $170 per 5 or
$200 per 4. Call 827-6212 or 827-0471.
Country Living Townhouse Apts - 9mi
from campus 2br 1 1/2 bath, kit, Ir dr on
site, laundry, heat, hotwater incl. $600/
mo 1 yr. lease, sec. dep. 866-7798.
Now renting for fall and spring - 2-3
br apt price $475-$750. Call Kerr Olsen
941-9539. Everyday + 4 br house.
Orono Apts Showing & leasing apt for
next fall. Heat and Hot water incl. No pets. Ef
1-2-3-4 bed apt start at $200/mo. Also 1,2,4
bed apt in Old Town. CALL 827-7231.
Orono -Washburn Place $690/mo
Availabilities beginning mid-May. Luxury
two bedroom townhome. Includes heat,
water, & sewer. No pets. Sec. dep. &
lease required. Close to campus. W/D
hook up & private decks. Call 945-6955.
Sublet small 1 br apartment. 1/2 mile
from campus. Pay rent and electric.
Neighbors all non-trad. 866-7313.
Old Town - Exc. cond., Ig lbr heat one
hot water incl. $400/month + security
avail 5/1. 827-7002.
3 br townhouse apt. Avail. April 1.
Modern, clean. Close to university.
$675 - everything incl. 827-6212.
3 bedroom aptfor summer. Available May
15 all utilities paid. Call for details. 947-4072.
Old Town -3br 1st floor. Spacious & clean
- on bus route. $700 + sec. dep. - heated.
942-2314 ext 115 or eve 537-3555.
Old Town - 3br spacious & clean - on bus
route. $450 + heat + elec. + sec. dep. req.
942-2314 ext 115 or eve 537-3555.
Old Town - apt for rent 5/15-9/1. 3br,
very spacious! H/hw incl. $675/mo.
May rent will be paid. Call 827-7512.
Milford 3br house - avail mid-may. 1
1/2 bath w/waterfront view. $500/mo
+ util. Call 827-2962.
One bedroom heat & hotwater included
downtown Orono. Available April 1st.
$285. 866-2518 or 866-3248.

Orono - one, two, three bedroom
apts available June 1st. Best landlords
in town. Good prices. 866-2518 or
866-3248.
3 bdrm. house in Orono, 1 mile
from campus. Partly furnished, quiet
neighborhood. Avail. June 1. 2352389.
Orono Apartment - 2 to 3 bdrm
avail. May to Aug. Sublet or long-term.
Call 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Summer Sublet available in May
located in downtown Orono. $150 ht/
hw included. Call 866-2251.
Hubbard Farms - 2br townhouse heat
& hot water incl. Available mid-May. Cal
Jeff - 866-4180. Leave message.
Orono - townhouse 2br, 2 full baths,
basement for storage, heat & hot water
incl. $600/mo 866-4487 ask for Lou.
For rent in June: 3 & 4 br apts. Quiet
& chemical free for quiet & chemical
free tenants. No pets. 1/2 mi. from
UMaine. 866-3785.
1 br apt in quiet setting for rent.
$350/mo + elec. No pets. Avail. 5/1.
Refs & sec dep. required. 827-7017.
House in Milford, summer sublet
$132.50/month. Call Rod, Shawn, or
Josh at 827-6666.
Country Living Townhouse Apts 9m1. from campus. 2br, 1 11.2 bath,
kit., Ir dr on site laundry heat,
hotwater incl. $600/mo. 1yr lease,
sec dep. 866-7798.
Summer sublet - Ig 2br apt MayAug. $300/mo Hot water incl. Main
St. in Orono, LARGE porch. Call
866-2505.

miscellaneous
Free Financial Aid! Over $6 billion in
private sector grant & scholarships is now
available. All student are eligible regardless
of grades, income, or parents income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial Services: 1800-6495, ext. F50672.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
We'll help. Free pregnancy test.
942-1611.
Orono Thrift Shop - Wed 11-4, Sat
11-2. Take Pine St, (off Main St.) 2nd
right off Pine (Birch).
Student Groups or individual
vendors - There are spaces available at
Bumstock. Call Renee at 581-1840.
Dorm! The revised video with printed
cover is now available for sale. Only
$10.00. Contact Brett 866-3612.
Start your own painting business
with no money... I made $11,000 a
summer....Detailed manual and
illustrated estimated guide $19.95.
Send check or money order to Reli,
831 Beacon St. #9100-105, Newton
Centre, MA 02159. 30 Day Money
Back Guarantee.

personals
Jen, Sonny, & Annette - The Cancun
Banana Club wet t-shirt babes -I have
a present for u. Call (515)852-4511.
Need to lose a few pouds to fit in
that new summer swimsuit? We can
help with our Herbal Weight Loss
product. 1-800-450-5130.
For tutoring in English please call Pat
990-1494
What? The Maine Steiners war singing
this Friday? Where? In Wells Commons
at 6:00pm before the Candlelight Dinner
It's Healthy Passions Week, folks!
Hey, Peer Ed's, great effort this week!
Healthy Passions Week is a success!
Can't wait for all the schnacks this
Friday at the Candlelight Dinner!
Ali - Can't wait to eat with you at the
Candlelight Dinner and then hang out
with you at the Dance.(Has the man
called yet? Maybe he'll show up at the
dance!) - The Mexican One
Sweetie, Thanks for a great year!
Meet me at the Candlelight Dinner at
6:00pm on Friday to relive a fond
memory! -Bud
ELX, See you at the dance where all
your admirers will be. -Chica
Brown-Eyed Girl - I'm glad we had the talk,
today's the big day, it's ok to be nervous, I
feel the ssame way.-Big Spender
East/West Area Board....thanks for
all your support for Healthy Passions
Week. The Dinner and Dance you've
helped support are going to be
great!!! We couldn't have done it
without you. PEP
Hey ROC, you're the best! You helped
us make it happen. Your support
shows yur passion for students at
UMaine. Thanks for everything!! Your passionate friends at PEP
IF YOU WON A T-SHIRT at one of
the Healthy Passions programs this
week...thank a member of The,
Union Board Diversions...they
helped sponsor the shirts. THANKS
Union Board Diversions, you've
made a difference! - Passionately
yours, PEP
HEY PEs, U R 2 Cool for words..."I can
no other answer make, but thanks,
thanks, many thanks" - Will
Shakespeare. As always you shine like
stars, thanks for your hard work, your
pinch hitting and especially for your
passion. With deep appreciation, SLC

lost & found
Lost - 3 1/2" diskette last seen at
Union Cluster - labeled papers and such
- important info. Reward. 947-3798.
Found - 3 keys in front of Alumni Hall.
Call x8530.

To get your classified ad stop 107 Lord Hall, M-Th 9am-5pm and F 9am-4pm
Cost is $1 per line. (One line equals 35 characters including all spaces and punctuation.)
Take advantage of our FREE lost & Found ad and our 3 lines 3 days for $3 special. Any questions? Call 581-1273.

Have a great weekend!- The...Ca.,.

